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Important Information for Buyers
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and collect a Buyer’s number before the sale.
Buyer’s premium
Please note that a Buyer’s premium of 22% (inclusive
of Goods and Services Tax) of the hammer price on
each lot is payable by the buyer.
Absentee bidding and Telephone bidding
As a convenience to buyers who are unable to attend
the auction in person, Australian Book Auctions will,
if so instructed in writing at least 24 hours before the
sale, execute bids on behalf of prospective buyers.
Absentee bids can only be accepted on the
appropriate form fully completed (the form is to be
found at the end of this catalogue). Absentee bids
cannot be accepted by telephone unless confirmed in
writing. 
In the case of lots with a lower estimate of at least
$1000, Australian Book Auctions will, if so requested
at least 24 hours before the sale, make all reasonable
efforts to contact prospective buyers by telephone so
as to enable them to participate in bidding. Requests
for this service must be confirmed in writing. In no
circumstance will Australian Book Auctions be held
responsible for any error or failure to execute bids.
Absentee bids should conform to the increments
published in this catalogue (see page 3). An absentee
bid that does not conform to the published increments
may be lowered to the next bidding interval.
Collection of purchases
All lots purchased must be collected from the place of
auction within seven days of the sale date. Collection
may be available for a brief period at the conclusion
of the sessions.
Uncollected lots may be placed in storage at the
Buyer’s risk and the Buyer’s expense. Australian
Book Auctions will be pleased to assist any Buyer
who wishes to make special arrangements for
collection. Please notify us before the sale if you
require special assistance.
Methods of payment
Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer, no
purchases may be collected until the end of the sale.
Payment should be made in Australian dollars in
cash, or bank cheque, or by telegraphic transfer to
Australian Book Auction’s account. Personal cheques
may be accepted at the discretion of Australian Book
Auctions and, unless prior arrangements have been
made, must be cleared before delivery of any lots.
Credit card payments by Mastercard or Visa can also
be accepted by prior arrangement. Please note that if
payment is made by credit card, an additional charge

of 1.1% will be added to your invoice to cover bank
fees and charges.
Condition of lots
All lots are sold “as is”, in accordance with clauses 6a-
f of the Conditions of Business, and Australian Book
Auctions makes no representation as to the condition of
any lot. Buyers should satisfy themselves as to the
condition of any lot before the sale.
Every attempt is made to describe all lots accurately in
the catalogue but condition of lots is not generally
noted.
Where a note describing the condition of any lot is
included in the catalogue this is intended as general
guidance only for intending buyers who should satisfy
themselves as to the condition of any lot or as to any
other matter affecting the value of any lot before the
sale, either by personal inspection or by obtaining any
independent expert advice reasonable in view of the
buyers’ expertise and the value of the lot. Buyers will
be deemed to have knowledge of all matters which
they could reasonably be expected to find out given the
exercise by them of reasonable due diligence. See
especially clauses 6a-f and 7a-f of the Conditions of
Business.
Sale Room Notices and Announcements from the
Rostrum
All conditions, notices, descriptions, statements and
other matters concerning a lot are subject to any
statement modifying or affecting that lot made by the
Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to any bid being
accepted on that lot. In general and where possible, any
such matter will also be noted in a Sale Room Notice
posted prior to the sale.
Pre-sale estimates
The pre-sale estimates are intended as a guide for
prospective buyers only. A bid between the listed
figures should, in our opinion, offer a fair chance of
success. However, all lots, depending on the level of
competition, can realise prices either above or below
the listed estimates.
Please note that where any lot is subject to a seller’s
reserve in no case will the seller’s reserve exceed the
lower estimate.
Conditions of Business
The auction will be conducted in accordance with our
Conditions of Business printed in this catalogue.
Prospective bidders should read these Conditions
carefully before bidding. The above notes are for
general guidance and should not be taken as a
summary of the Conditions of Business nor an
alternative to them.



Lot 7. The first map to show the entire Australian continent first mapped by Matthew Flinders
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Lots 1 – 127 Australiana
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Bidding Increments

Bidding generally opens below the lower estimate and advances in increments of up to 10%, subject to the
auctioneer’s discretion. Absentee bids that do not conform to these published increments may be lowered to the next
bidding interval.
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Lot 6



Australiana (lots 1 – 127)

[1]    
EDEN, William (traditional misattribution). THE HISTORY OF NEW HOLLAND, from its First Discovery in
1616, to the Present Time. With a Particular Account of its Produce and Inhabitants; and a Description of Botany
Bay... Second Edition. Octavo, with two folding maps handcoloured in outline (the first with a short sealed tear), final
leaf slightly tanned, later half calf, top edge gilt. London, Printed for John Stockdale, 1787. With the contemporary
signature of Rich[ar]d Watts Junr, 1790. An important First Fleet book, this was one of the earliest and most widely
read descriptions of Australia, published to coincide with the departure from England of the First Fleet of which many
details are provided. The two fine handcoloured maps are highly regarded and show the entire continent as then
known, with an inset map of Botany Bay, and a large folding world map with the “passage from England to Botany
Bay in New Holland 1787” showing the route of the First Fleet. This second edition, published within a few months of
the first, is generally preferred since the extended preface gives precise details of the First Fleet expedition to Botany
Bay which had only been under discussion when first issued a few months earlier. Beddie, 28; Davidson, pp. 79–81;
Ferguson, 25; Holmes 66 (first edition).
Estimate $2000/3000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[2]    
WRAXALL, Nathaniel William. A SHORT REVIEW OF THE POLITICAL STATE OF GREAT-BRITAIN at the
Commencement of the Year One Thousand Seven Hundred and Eighty-Seven… The Sixth Edition, With Additions.
Octavo, later half roan (rubbed) and marbled boards. London, J. Debrett, 1787. Extremely scarce: this edition of
Wraxall’s pamphlet includes a “very interesting criticism of the expedition to Botany Bay… The destination of the
convicts is too remote; they are departing at the wrong time of the year and will be exposed to the rigours of winter.
No possible benefit can accrue to Great Britain from the execution of the project” (Ferguson). Ferguson, 27.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[3]    
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, Great Britain and Ireland, Parliament. AN ACT FOR THE EFFECTUAL
TRANSPORTATION OF FELONS and other Offenders; and to authorize the Removal of Prisoners in certain Cases;
and for other Purposes therein mentioned. Foolscap folio, pale browning, a fine copy in modern marbled wrappers.
London, Charles Eyre and William Strahan, 1784. Rare: the legal basis for the settlement of Australia. [with] AN
ACT to authorise, for a limited Time, the Punishment by Hard Labour of Offenders who, for certain Crimes, are or
shall become liable to be transported to any of His Majesty’s Colonies and Plantations. Foolscap folio, neat paper
repair to short tears at right margin, in modern marbled wrappers. London, Charles Eyre and William Strahan, 1776.
Britain’s earlier answer to increasing convict numbers after transportation to the American colonies ceased: the
establishment of London hulks housing prisoners employed on river works and naval dockyards.
Estimate $500/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[4]    
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, Parliament. AN ACT TO ENABLE HIS MAJESTY TO ESTABLISH A 
COURT OF CRIMINAL JUDICATURE on the Eastern Coast of New South Wales, and Parts adjacent. Foolscap 
folio, a fine copy in modern marbled wrappers with paper label. London, Charles Eyre and Andrew Strahan, 1787. 
Rare: an Act specifically designed to address the peculiar circumstances of the convict colony to be established in 
New South Wales. Ferguson, 22. + AN ACT to Enable his Majesty to establish a Court of Criminal Judicature in 
Norfolk Island. Foolscap folio, single leaf, modern marbled wrappers with paper label. London, 7 May, 1794. + A 
BILL to authorize the Governor of New South Wales … to make provision for the Prevention and Punishment of 
Crimes committed by His Majesty’s Subjects in Islands situate in the Southern or Pacific Ocean, and not being within 
His Majesty’s Domain. London, House of Commons, 7 June 1832.
Estimate $500/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[5]    
COLLINS, David. SIGNED DOCUMENT.  Single leaf, small quarto, manuscript in ink on 2 pages, folded. Sydney, 
19 March 1795. Instruction to pay 48 pounds 5 shillings and 5 pence to David Collins, addressed to John Madden in 
Soho, with Collins’s signed annotation (undated) on verso “Pay the within Contents to Charles Cox, Esqr.” 
Estimate $1000/2000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[6]    
PHILLIP Governor Arthur. THE VOYAGE OF GOVERNOR PHILLIP TO BOTANY BAY, with an Account of 
the Establishment of the Colonies of Port Jackson & Norfolk Island... to which are added the Journals of Lieuts. 
Shortland, Watts, Ball & Capt. Marshall... embellished with fifty-five copper plates. 
Quarto, with 54 engraved plates and charts, the 31 natural history plates as issued on laid paper and in fine original 
handcolouring, title and frontispiece slightly toned, pale foxing of several engraved (not coloured) plates, professional 
strengthening on some chart folds, a fine copy in handsome period style half calf and marbled boards, 
spine elaborately decorated and gilt. London, John Stockdale, 1789. 
THE RARE DE LUXE HANDCOLOURED ISSUE OF THE FOUNDATION BOOK
First edition of the ‘official’ account of the First Fleet: Stockdale’s edition of Governor Phillip’s account of the voyage 
of the First Fleet comprises a full record of events on land and on sea from March 1787, just before the First Fleet 
sailed, up to September 1788. Based on Governor Phillip’s dispatches, other official correspondence, and the journals 
of other officers, the text records the early expeditions into the interior around Botany Bay and Port Jackson, as well as 
the earliest exploratory coastal voyages. Among the charts and plans is the earliest plan of the settlement at Sydney 
Cove, showing what buildings and other progress had been made there by July 1788 Drawn in July by Lieutenant 
William Dawes and Captain John Hunter, it was published by Stockdale on 7 July, 1789, over two weeks before the 
earliest separately-issued plan of the settlement. Notably the text describes and the plates illustrate newly-discovered 
animal life, here presented in fine, bright handcolouring, making this the first Australian natural history book. 
Phillip’s Voyage has always been considered a cornerstone of any collection of Australiana. Davidson considered that 
as “the authentic record of first settlement the work’s importance cannot be over-emphasised”, while Wantrup 
confirmed that “as a detailed and officially sanctioned account of the new colony, the first edition of Stockdale’s 
Phillip is a key work and essential to any serious collection of Australian books”. 
Stockdale published two issues of the book: a regular issue with uncoloured engraved plates printed on wove paper 
and this rarely encountered de luxe issue with the engraved plates handcoloured and printed on laid paper. Stockdale’s 
Phillip is known to have various other points and variants. The present lot has the title-page in the first state, with the 
artist, Henry Webber’s, name on the vignette. Davidson, pp. 70-2; Ferguson, 47; Hill 2, 1347; Wantrup, 5.
Estimate $36,000/44,000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com
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[7]    
BAUDIN. François Auguste PERON, Louis Claude de Saulces de FREYCINET, Charles LESEUER, and
Nicholas PETIT. VOYAGE DE DÉCOUVERTES AUX TERRES AUSTRALES. ATLAS HISTORIQUE.  Large
quarto atlas in two parts as issued, complete with 40 plates (23 coloured and two folding) numbered II to XLI, and 14
maps and charts (two double-page and folding), each part with list of contents, pale foxing of some plates and tissues,
a pure set in original papered boards, the second part with original printed paper label, rear board of one volume
stained, uncut. Paris, 1807-1811. The outstanding Atlas Historique volumes to the Baudin voyage. The fine plates
include views of Sydney, coastal and topographical views, native portraits and weapons, as well as natural history.
Ferguson, 449); Wantrup, 79a.
Estimate $5000/8000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



The Macquarie Era (lots 8-20)

[8]    
GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND, Parliament. REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON
TRANSPORTATION. [with] PAPERS RELATING TO HIS MAJESTY’S SETTLEMENTS at New South Wales;
1811 – 1814 [drop title]. Two items, foolscap folio, pp. 118, and pp. 14, fine copies, the Report in modern navy half
calf over buckram boards, in matching bookform box, the Papers in marbled wrappers, in quarter tan morocco
bookform box. [London], Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be Printed, 10 July 1812 and [London], 11 June
1816. 
Two notably rare and important papers, the only published documents illustrating Macquarie’s earliest years. 
In 1811, following the deposition of Governor Bligh, there was enough uncertainty in Britain about the value of the
transportation of convicts to New South Wales for a Parliamentary Select Committee to be formed to inquire into the
system which had operated since 1787 and to recommend future policy. The Report includes a complete transcript of
the evidence given by many notable witnesses, including former Governor John Hunter (twelve pages), former
Governor William Bligh (19 pages), his deposer George Johnston (three pages), Scottish Martyr Maurice Margarot,
Matthew Flinders, First Fleet chaplain Richard Johnson, and many other colonial officials. Extracts from several of
Macquarie’s early dispatches are included. It endorsed the existing system of transportation and “the liberal views of
the present Governor”, and became effectively the foundation for Macquarie’s programme of civil and administrative
improvement. Ferguson, 543; Wantrup, 38. 
The Papers contain a long despatch from Macquarie to Lord Bathurst, dated 28th June 1813, in which he explains his
progress in reforming the colony. “It is a noteworthy document and very rare” (Wantrup). Ferguson, 646. Wantrup, 39.
Estimate $3000/5000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[9]    
BLAXCELL, Garnham and BENT, Ellis. DISHONOURED PROMISSORY NOTE, manuscript signed by
Garnham Blaxcell for 250 pounds to be paid in good Government Bills to Captain Joseph James, Sydney. Together
with a printed and manuscript notice of protest form, dated 16 August 1813, signed by Ellis Bent, Judge Advocate,
and James Foster, Clerk for Ellis Bent, folio printed form, printed by George Howe, achieved in manuscript by James
Foster, the second side being the copy of the original promissory note signed by the debtor, Garnham Blaxcell
Manuscript on watermarked paper, 75 x 200 mm, and folio printed form, both pieces with pale staining at right
margin. Sydney, March 1812 and [Howe printer] August 1813. A pair of early and important Australian commercial
documents. Garnham Blaxcell was one of Sydney’s wealthiest merchants, and together with Alexander Riley and
D’Arcy Wentworth had been granted a monopoly in the importation and sale of rum as part of a contract to build the
Sydney Hospital, known thereafter as the “Rum Hospital”. The importation and distribution of rum was a sensitive
point following the coup against Governor Bligh, and consequently Bligh’s successor, Governor Lachlan Macquarie,
judiciously decided to end the monopoly and allowed rum to be imported and sold in the colony by others. Blaxcell
was the worst effected by this reversal and was eventually ruined. By 1812 he was unable to pay import duties to the
Government and defaulted on his numerous private debts. On 16 August 1813 an official protest by Joseph James was
made to Judge Advocate Ellis Bent, while the Crown was also preparing to recover Blaxcell’s debts through the
Supreme Court. Holding on for four more years, Blaxcell left the colony on April 1817 his debts unpaid. He died on
the way back to England. This is a significant relic in the early history of New South Wales, encapsulating the
corruption of the Rum Corps years and one of the main actors.
Estimate $600/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[10]    
SIDMOUTH, Henry Addington, Viscount. CIRCULAR ADDRESSED TO THE SHERIFFS OF LONDON AND 
MIDDLESEX, requesting details of female convicts held in Newgate Gaol whose health makes them suitable for 
transportation. Single leaf, quarto, printed and with manuscript insertions, on laid paper watermarked 1810, expert 
restoration to upper corner and to margin at central fold. Whitehall, 2 April 1813. 
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[11]    
MACQUARIE, Major-General Lachlan, Governor. ORIGINAL LAND GRANT to John Liddiard Nicholas of 700 
acres in the Bathurst District. Oblong quarto, 265 x 435 mm (excluding seal), manuscript on vellum, signed by 
Governor Macquarie, with fine paper seal, folded. Sydney, 31 October, 1815. Signed by Macquarie, witnessed by 
Henry Antill and Charles Whalan; endorsed on 4 November 1815 by John Campbell, Colonial Secretary, and with 
other markings. A rare Macquarie signature on a document dealing with land in Bathurst, in the same year as the road 
to Bathurst was officially opened- the first settlement west of the Great Dividing Range.
Estimate $3000/5000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[12]    
MACQUARIE, Major-General Lachlan, Governor. ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT WARRANT for payment of 
salary to Richard Lawson, addressed to D’Arcy Wentworth. Single leaf, manuscript in ink, written and signed by 
Macquarie. Windsor, Government House, Monday 4 October 1819. A rare manuscript signed by Macquarie: a warrant 
for the payment of Richard Lawson’s “half year’s Salary as Overseer in the New discovered Country”. The money 
was paid to James Cox who has signed the verso as Lawson’s agent.
Estimate $3000/5000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[13]    
CRAMP, W.B. NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE TO INDIA; of a Shipwreck on board the Lady Castlereagh; and a 
Description of New South Wales. Two works in one volume, octavo (and so issued), with frontispiece to the second 
work, edges uncut, bound in neat modern boards. London, Sir Richard Phillips, 1823. First edition: voyage to New 
South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land in 1818 on a convict transport. The Cramp work is bound, as issued, with 
Forbin’s account of Sicily and its frontispiece (“Ruins of the Theatre of Taormina”). Ferguson, 901.
Estimate $150/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[14]    
GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND, Parliament. REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE STATE 
OF GAOLS, &C.   Foolscap folio, with a folding coloured lithographed “Outline Map of the Settlements in New 
South Wales” and four folding lithographed plans, several tiny repairs to title verso and first four leaves, minor 
scattered pale foxing, uncut, modern quarter crushed morocco, in matching bookform box. [London], House of 
Commons, Ordered to be printed 12 July, 1819.  Rare: of substantial Australian interest. This important report, a key 
prelude to Bigge’s destruction of Macquarie, provides one of the most detailed accounts of the colony prior to Bigge’s 
arrival (see Wantrup pp. 112-113, where the background and consequences of this important report are discussed). 
Among those to give evidence were Alexander Riley, Jeffery Hart Bent, Samuel Bate, and John Macarthur. Ferguson, 
747; Wantrup, 43.
Estimate $1000/2000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[15]    
BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES.  ONE SHARE OF BANK CAPITAL STOCK. ONE HUNDRED POUNDS. 
Printed share certificate on vellum, 22.5 x 105 mm., manuscript details in ink, inked transfers on verso. Sydney, Bank 
of New South Wales, 1 January 1824. Certificate issued to [Major] James Taylor, celebrated for his panoramic view of 
Sydney published in London the previous year. There was no regulated banking system in the colony of New South 
Wales until Governor Macquarie, supported by the legal advice of Judge Barron Field, invited a group of 
“magistrates, principal merchants and gentlemen of Sydney” to form a colonial public bank, which led to the 
establishment in 1817 of Australia’s first bank, the Bank of New South Wales (now Westpac).
Estimate $1500/3000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[16]    
BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES.  PRINTED RECEIPT FOR PURCHASE OF BANK SHARES, 1826.  Printed 
and manuscript receipt, approximately 90 x 140 mm. Sydney, Bank of New South Wales, 4 May 1826. Cashier’s 
receipt made out to William Redfern, for the sum of eighty pounds in Spanish dollars ‘being payment for the second 
instalment on bank stock certificates”.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[17]    
OXLEY,  John.  JOURNALS OF TWO EXPEDITIONS  into the Interior of New South Wales, undertaken by order 
of the British Government…  Quarto, with two handcoloured aquatint plates, four engraved plates, three folding 
maps, and two tables, later half calf and marbled boards, the front board rejointed, in matching modern box (spine 
mellowed). London, John Murray, 1820.  A duplicate Ferguson copy, retained by the family, with his personal Lionel 
Lindsay bookplate. First edition of the official account of Oxley’s two major expeditions, the earliest book 
devoted to Australian inland exploration: “the foundation work in the field of Australian inland exploration 
and the first detailed description of the interior of New South Wales” (Wantrup). Ferguson, 796; Wantrup, 107. 
Estimate $5000/7000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[18]    
MACQUARIE, Major-General Lachlan, Governor. ORIGINAL LAND GRANT to Nathan Elliott of 700 acres in 
Jarvis, Van Diemen’s Land. Oblong quarto, 305 x 390 mm (excluding seal), manuscript on vellum, signed by 
Governor Macquarie, with fine paper seal, folded. Sydney, 25 July, 1821. Signed by Macquarie, witnessed by Hector 
Macquarie and Charles Whalan; endorsed by Frederick Goulburn, Colonial Registrar.
Estimate $1500/3000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[19]    
BIGGE, John Thomas. A COMPLETE SET OF THE THREE REPORTS into the State of the Colony of New South
Wales, the Judicial Establishments of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land, and the State of Agriculture and
Trade [with] A Copy of the Instructions given by Earl Bathurst to Mr. Bigge, on his proceeding to New South Wales.
Four pieces, foolscap folio, one gathering of the first report browned, intermittent pale foxing, with contemporary
inked marginalia in the third report, bound without wrappers in modern half tan crushed morocco, top edge gilt, in
matching quarter morocco box. London, House of Commons, 1822-1823. A complete set of Commissioner Bigge’s
reports of his enquiry into the state of the colony under Governor Macquarie’s administration, with the rare
Instructions. Bigge was appointed Royal Commissioner by Lord Bathurst to examine the transportation system, but “it
was clear that Macquarie’s administration as much as the transportation system was under review… Bigge’s reports
had a profound influence on the future constitutional and political development of Australia and have a place in any
Australian collection” (Wantrup). Ferguson 853a, 891, 892, and 893; Wantrup, 46, 47, 48 and 49.
Estimate $4000/6000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[20]    
[BIGGE] GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND, Parliament. AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION
OF JUSTICE in New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land… Folio, pp. [925]-942., armorial letterhead, fine.
London, George Eyre and Andrew Strahan, 25 July 1828. The legislative response to Bigge’s Report on the
Administration of Justice and a pivotal document in Australian legal history – Ferguson describes it as “A statute of
the highest importance to students of Australian law and constitutional development”. Ferguson 1197. + Twelve
continuing and related Acts for 1827-1841 (including four duplicates).
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

______________________________________

[21]    
ANDREWS, Dr. Arthur. THE HISTORY OF ALBURY. 1824-1895.  Octavo, pp. [xii] (first leaf blank), 94, [2]
(blank), with map in the text; original green cloth (flecked), spine a little sunned. Albury, Printed by Adams, Cooper,
and Adams, “Banner” Office, 1912. First edition – the rare cloth issue – of an extremely scarce borderland regional
history. Author’s presentation copy.
Estimate $150/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[22]    
AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY.  AN ACT FOR GRANTING CERTAIN POWERS AND
AUTHORITIES to a Company to be incorporated by Charter, to be called “The Australian Agricultural Company”,
for the Cultivation and Improvement of Waste Lands in the Colony of New South Wales. Foolscap folio, disbound.
London, Eyre and Strahan, 21 June 1824. This is the foundation Act that established a structure for capital investment
in the expansion of grazing and agriculture into newly explored parts of New South Wales. + AN ACT to amend an
Act for granting certain Powers and Authorities… Foolscap folio, disbound. London, Eyre and Strahan, 29 May 1830.
A subsequent revision, dealing with company directors.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[23]    
AUSTRALIAN COLLEGE.  FIRST REPORT of the Council of the Australian College. Octavo, pp. 8, sewn in 
original blue paper wrappers. Sydney, Horatio Wills, 1832. Ferguson, 1508.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[24]    
BASEDOW, Dr. Herbert. SKETCH PLAN OF THE NORTH-WEST COAST OF AUSTRALIA to accompany An 
Expedition of Exploration by Dr. Herbert Basedow 1916. Large folding lithographed map in colour, with inset 
geological sketch plan, approximately 48 x 75 cm., in printed envelope as issued. Adelaide, R.G.S.S.A., 1917. The map 
was issued to accompany the journal of Basedow’s second expedition, undertaken in April-June 1916, in search of 
minerals in the Kimberleys, North-west Australia.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[25]    
BENNETT, J.F. HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA: Founded on the 
experience of a three years’ residence in that colony. Duodecimo, orange cloth (faded on spine). London, Smith, Elder, 
& Co., 1843. First edition. Ferguson, 3566.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[26] 
BISCHOFF, James. SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF VAN DIEMEN’S LAND, illustrated by a map of the island, 
and an account of the Van Diemen’s Land Company. Octavo, two plates (pale marking) and folding handcoloured 
map (150 mm tear repaired), original cloth-backed boards (corners rubbed), rebacked. London, John Richardson, 
1832. First edition: superior issue with the map handcoloured. Published for the benefit of investors in the Van 
Diemen’s Land Company, Bischoff’s important work includes a number of the Company’s early reports, including the 
important and extremely rare Third Report of 1828 detailing the explorations of the Company’s explorers, Alexander 
Goldie, Henry Hellyer, and Joseph Fossey. Buesst copy, with bookplate. Ferguson, 1517; Wantrup, 148; Wilson, 103.

Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[27]    
BONWICK,  James.  CURIOUS FACTS OF OLD COLONIAL DAYS.   Octavo, later half calf and marbled boards, 
top edge gilt. London, Sampson Low, 1870.  Ferguson, 7235 and 7235a. Ferguson is in error attributing variant 
colophons to this book: the colophon of the text is Butler & Tanner in all copies, the colophon of the advertisement 
leaves (in those copies that have them) is Chiswick Press. + BONWICK, James. FIRST TWENTY YEARS of 
Australia. Octavo, original cloth, gilt. London, Sampson Low, Melbourne, George Robertson, 1882. + BONWICK, 
James. DISCOVERY AND SETTLEMENT OF PORT PHILLIP... Octavo, original wrappers. Melbourne, George 
Robertson, 1859. Issue without the map.

Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[28]    
BRIDE,  Thomas Francis (editor). LETTERS FROM VICTORIAN PIONEERS : being a series of papers on the 
early occupation of the colony, the Aborigines etc...  Octavo, folding map, two plates, original cloth, endpapers 
shadowed from boards, Mackaness, later Farmer copy with booklabels. Melbourne, Government Printer, 1898.  First 
edition: with 1948 inscription from Geoffrey Ingleton to George Mackaness. Ferguson, 7385.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[29]    
BRODRIBB, W.A. RECOLLECTIONS OF AN AUSTRALIAN SQUATTER: [and] Account of a Journey to Gipps
Land, by Lavinia Hasell Bennett Octavo, tipped-in plates, publisher’s quarter morocco in slip case (loosely inserted
prospectus). Melbourne, Queensberry Hill Press, 1976. Edition limited to 350 copies.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[30]    
BROWN, Henry Yorke Lyell. NORTHERN TERRITORY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA, North-western District.
Reports (Geological and General) resulting from the Explorations Made by the Government Geologist and Staff
during 1905. Foolscap folio, pp. 42, 54 + two folding maps and three folding plans, two full-page plates and
numerous illustrations in the text, with the original front wrapper, modern half crushed morocco by Sangorski &
Sutcliffe. Adelaide, C.E. Bristow, Government Printer, 1906. First edition: an important and very scarce paper with
much on the Aborigines, the history and exploration of the Northern Territory and the near islands. The paper includes
sections by Herbert Basedow, Robert Etheridge, junior, and L.C.E. Gee. Of special interest are Gee’s long narrative
journal of the party’s explorations and Basedow’s article on Chinese methods of mining in the Territory and his
history of the early days of Territory mining. South Australian Parliamentary Paper 55 of 1906. McLaren, 5402
(miscollated); Mills, 458 and R161.
Estimate $500/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[31]    
BROWNING, Colin Arrott. ENGLAND’S EXILES; or, A View of a System of Instruction and Discipline, as carried
into effect during the voyage to the Penal Colonies of Australia. Duodecimo, original cloth (bit worn and marked).
London, Darton and Clark, 1842. Ferguson, 3368.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[32]    
BURKE AND WILLS.  PROGRESS REPORT of the Exploration Committee of the Royal Society of Victoria for
1861 [drop title]. Foolscap folio, pp. 8 on blue paper, sewn, with printed Exploration Committee envelope, as issued.
Melbourne, Mason & Firth, 1862. Rare: the original separate printing of this progress report announcing the
disappearance of Burke and Wills and the search expeditions then being undertaken. A subsequent report announced
the deaths of the explorers. The address is a whitewash of the Royal Society following the damning government report
into their mismanagement of the Burke and Wills Exploring Expedition. + Five other papers related to the Victorian
Exploring Expedition.
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[33]    
BURKE AND WILLS. NORMAN, William Henry. EXPLORATION EXPEDITION. LETTER FROM
COMMANDER NORMAN, reporting the return of the “Victoria” from the Gulf of Carpentaria; together with Reports
and Correspondence. Foolscap folio, modern navy crushed morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, top edge gilt.
Melbourne, John Ferres, 1862. 
Estimate $150/240
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[34]    
CAPPER, Henry. SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Containing Hints to Emigrants; Proceedings of the South Australian
Company; a variety of useful and authentic information; a map of the Eastern Coast of Gulf St. Vincent, and a plan of
Adelaide. Octavo, folding frontispiece, folding table, original ribbed cloth (spine chipped), Glover copy with book
label. London, The Author, [1839]. Third edition, considerably enlarged. Ferguson, 2725. + A copy of the (1838)
second edition (disbound from a sammelband with pagination over-printed in the top margin), rebound in more recent
green cloth.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[35]    
CHINESE IMMIGRATION.  CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO CHINESE IMMIGRATION into the
Australasian Colonies. Foolscap folio, with the original blue wrappers, modern full burgundy crushed morocco.
London, HMSO, 1888. 
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[36]    
COLONIZATION COMMISSIONERS FOR SOUTH AUSTRALIA.  NEW COLONY IN SOUTH
AUSTRALIA.  Folio, 4 pp., double column. Without imprint (London, 1835). Ferguson, 1905. + FOURTH ANNUAL
REPORT of the Colonization Commissioners, 1839. Foolscap folio, pale marking of title margin at head, later half
calf. London, House of Commons, 1840. + RETURN to an Address… Quantity of Land in South Australia sold by the
Colonization Commissioners. Foolscap folio, Mackaness morocco, splitting along joint. London, House of Commons,
10 April 1840. + COPIES of the Commission appointing T. F. Elliott and Robert Torrens. Foolscap folio, sewn.
London, 24 Feb. 1840.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[37]    
COMBE, E.H. HISTORY OF GAWLER 1837 to 1908. Octavo, illustrations throughout, original cloth-backed
boards. Adelaide, Vardon and Son, 1910. 
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[38]    
CONVICTS.  AN ACT FOR AUTHORIZING THE EMPLOYMENT AT LABOUR in the Colonies, of Male
Convicts under Sentence of Transportation. Foolscap folio, modern marbled wrappers. London, 4 July 1823. + AN
ACT for the Transportation of Offenders from Great Britain. Foolscap folio, modern marbled wrappers. London, 21
June 1824. + AN ACT for punishing Offences committed by Transports kept to labour in the Colonies, and better
regulating the Powers of Justices of the Peace in New South Wales. Foolscap folio, modern marbled wrappers.
London, 22 June 1825. + COCKATOO ISLAND and other Penal Establishments. Foolscap folio, modern cloth, gilt.
Sydney, 1866.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[39]    
COOPER,  H.M. THE UNKNOWN COAST  being the explorations of Captain Matthew Flinders, R.N. along the
shores of South Australia 1802 [with] THE UNKNOWN COAST: a supplement.  Two volumes, quarto, papered
boards, both signed by the author. Adelaide, 1953-1955. Editions limited to 500 and 200 numbered copies
respectively. + COOPER, H.M. FRENCH EXPLORATION in South Australia. Quarto, cloth-backed boards.
Adelaide, 1952. Edition limited to 200 numbered copies. + CAWTHORNE, W.A. THE KANGAROO ISLANDERS.
Small octavo, original semi-limp cloth. Adelaide, Rigby, 1926.
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[40]    
CROWN LANDS.  COPIES OF THE COMMISSION appointing T.F. Elliot and Robert Torrens Esq and the Hon.
Edward Villiers, Land and Emigration Commissioners. Foolscap folio, half crimson crushed morocco by Sangorski &
Sutcliffe, top edge gilt. London, 24 February 1840-1841. Bound with three Bills on Land Management. + A BILL for
regulating the Survey and Sales of Land belonging to the Crown in the Australian Colonies and New Zealand [with
nine Bills relating to Crown Land]. Foolscap folio, half crimson crushed morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, top edge
gilt. London, HMSO, 1842-1846. + An 1842 Act, disbound, on the same subject.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[41]   
DE ROUGEMONT. MAY, Phil. GRIEN ON ROUGEMONT, or, The story of a modern Robinson Crusoe. As told
in the pages of the “Daily Chronicle”. Illustrated by ten humorous drawings by Phil May, and other pictures, also a
pantomime sketch by Barry Pain. Folio, illustrated, newspaper clippings loosely inserted, bound with the wrappers for
H. L. White and with his bookplate, half crimson crushed morocco. London, Edward Lloyd, 1898. Scarce.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[42]    
DENISON, Sir William. VARIETIES OF VICE-REGAL LIFE.  Two volumes, octavo, two folding maps, early
marbled boards and half polished calf, minor rubbing. London, Longmans, Green, and Co., 1870. 
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[43]    
DIXON, E.I.G. JOURNAL OF A VOYAGE from Sydney to London in the Barque “Standerings”. Small octavo,
original cloth with paper label. London, Blackie, Printed for Private Circulation, 1946. Very scarce.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[44]    
EARL, G.W. ENTERPRISE IN TROPICAL AUSTRALIA.  Duodecimo, two folding maps (the frontispiece with
original colouring), a handsome copy in half calf over marbled boards, edges marbled. London, Madden and
Malcolm, 1846. First edition, first issue, of this very scarce account of the second attempted settlement of Port
Essington on the Cobourg Peninsula from 1838 to 1849, generally acknowledged to be the best eye-witness report.
The Novar of Raith copy, with later Emery Walker bookplate.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[45]    
EUREKA.   RIOT AT BALLAARAT. Report of the Board appointed to enquire into the circumstances connected
with the late disturbances at Ballarat.  Folio, sewn as issued.  Melbourne, Government Printer, 1854.  + A group of
fifteen related Victorian parliamentary papers (plus two duplicates), 1854-1867, on Gold Mining Regulations and
post-Eureka compensation issues, single sheet or sewn as issued, housed in bookform box. + An unrelated Victorian
report on National Defences (Melbourne, 1865) in modern quarter calf.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[46]    
FINN, Edmund, ‘Garryowen’. THE CHRONICLES OF EARLY MELBOURNE 1835 to 1852. Historical,
Anecdotal and Personal. Two volumes, quarto, illustrations throughout, original publisher’s dark crimson roan,
decorated in gilt, all edges gilt, slightly rubbed as usual. Melbourne, Fergusson and Mitchell, 1888. First edition: now
scarce. A highly detailed and important account of early Melbourne settlement by one of the city’s earliest residents
and journalists. Ferguson, 9609.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[47]    
FORREST, Alexander. SPECIAL SETTLEMENT of that part of the Territory of Western Australia which is north of
the 19th parallel of South Latitude. Offer by Mr. A. Forrest to conduct exploration in that direction. Foolscap folio,
unopened and uncut, sewn as issued. Perth, Richard Pether, 1878. 
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[48]    
FREEMAN, Hattie Atwood. A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD. On Board the Merchantman Bark “Charles Stewart”
of New York. Octavo, photographic frontispiece, illustrations, original wrappers. Bangor (Maine), O.N. Furbush,
1907. Limited edition. + Four early twentieth-century works related to Tasmania.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[49]    
GARRAN, Andrew. PICTURESQUE ATLAS OF AUSTRALASIA.  Three volumes, folio, plates, maps and
illustrations, publisher’s half roan, decorated and gilt. Sydney, Picturesque Atlas Publishing Company, 1886. 
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[50]    
GARRAN, Andrew. PICTURESQUE ATLAS OF AUSTRALASIA.  Forty-two parts, folio, numerous illustrations
and maps, original wrappers. Sydney, 1886. A complete set in the original parts.
Estimate $150/250
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[51]    
GOLD DISCOVERY.  REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE of the Legislative Council on the Claims for
the Discovery of Gold in Victoria. Together with the Proceedings of Committee, Minutes of Evidence, and
Appendix… Foolscap folio, pp. 22, with related later newspaper clippings loosely inserted (a couple pinned to final
leaf), and two-page inked transcript of 1857 Argus article attached, early roan-backed boards, boxed, with altered
spine label. Melbourne, John Ferres, Government Printer, 10 March, 1854. Association copy, with the stamped name
and inked address of the witness Louis J. Michel. An important report that, in effect, constitutes an official history of
the beginning of the gold rushes. The committee decided in favour of the more scientific and less publicity-seeking
claimant, W.B. Clarke, stating that they felt “bound to recognise his claim to be considered the first discoverer of gold
in Australia”, while they acknowledge that Hargraves “succeeded in discovering gold deposits, and taught parties how
to construct and use the apparatus required”. Their final recommendation was that 5000 pounds sterling be awarded to
Hargraves, and 1000 pounds to W.B. Clarke. The committee found that Michel and his party, who had explored for
gold in 1851 in the Upper Yarra and Plenty Ranges and had found alluvial gold in the bed of Anderson Creek, had
“established their claim to be held as the first publishers of the discovery of a goldfield in the Colony of Victoria’.
Michel was awarded 1000 pounds.
Estimate $600/900
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[52]    
GOLD FIELDS. VICTORIA: Parliament. RETURN RESPECTING THE GOLD FIELDS…  Foolscap folio, pp.
24, unbound as issued. Melbourne, John Ferres, Government Printer, 18 December 1851. Scarce and important: the
first official Victorian paper on gold, published within months of the first Victorian gold discovery. + GOLD
DESPATCHES (September 1852). + REPORT from the Select Committee on the Management of the Gold
Fields…5th January 1853 [with] THE SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT on the Gold Fields, 1st November, 1853.
Two crucial pre-Eureka reports showing government attempts to regulate the maelstrom of the Victorian goldfields,
which sowed the seeds for the events of December 1854. Plus further reports of 1854, 1856 and 1866, all sewn as
issued. With a single sheet 1856 NSW Gold Duty Bill. 8 items in all, housed in a bookform box.
Estimate $600/900
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[53]   
GOLD.  REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE UPON BROWN’S DIGGINGS.  Foolscap folio, uncut,
modern half crushed morocco. Melbourne, John Ferres, 1860. + REPORT from the Select Committee on Rewards to
Discoverers of Gold Fields. Foolscap folio, disbound. Melbourne, 1866. + REPORT of the Royal Commission …
removing sludge from the Gold Fields. Foolscap folio, folding coloured plan of the Valley of Bendigo, sewn as issued.
+ A GROUP of eleven Victorian Parliamentary Papers dealing with gold fields, 1855-1862, single sheet or sewn.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[54]    
GOLD.  REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE UPON BROWN’S DIGGINGS.  Foolscap folio, uncut,
modern half crushed morocco. Melbourne, John Ferres, 1860. + REPORT from the Select Committee upon Ballaarat
Riots – Bentley’s Hotel. Foolscap folio, sewn, housed in folding cloth case with leather label, ribbon ties. Melbourne,
John Ferres, 1858.
Estimate $150/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[55]    
GOODRIDGE, Charles Medyett. NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE TO THE SOUTH SEAS, and the Shipwreck of 
the Princess of Wales cutter, with an account of two years residence on an uninhabited island… Fifth Edition. 
Duodecimo, engraved frontispiece portrait and three plates, original cloth, spine neatly repaired. Exeter, Printed and 
Published by W.C Featherstone and sold by The Author, 1847. Signed by the author on the frontispiece (as sometimes 
found). Goodridge was shipwrecked on the Crozet Islands for two years before being rescued and taken to Van 
Diemen’s Land. On his return to England he published and republished this memoir, selling it himself (hence the 
number of signed copies that have survived). Ferguson, 4510.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[56]    
GOODRIDGE, Charles Medyett. NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE TO THE SOUTH SEAS and the shipwreck of the 
Prince of Wales Cutter, with an account of two years’ residence on an uninhabited island. Duodecimo, frontispiece, 
half morocco and marbled boards (bit rubbed). Exeter, Featherstone, 1847. Sixth edition.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[57]    
GOUGER, Robert. SOUTH AUSTRALIA IN 1837. In a Series of Letters, With a Postscript as to 1838. Duodecimo, 
small cut from title-page, recent half morocco, top edge gilt. London, Harvey and Darton, 1838. First edition, very 
scarce. Ferguson, 2497.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[58]    
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, Parliament. REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
SECONDARY PUNISHMENTS. Together with the Minutes of Evidence, an Appendix of Papers, and an Index. 
Foolscap folio, a fine uncut copy, with the original wrappers, modern half crushed morocco. London, House of 
Commons, 1831. Amongst the witnesses are James Busby, J. H. Capper, and E.G. Wakefield. Ferguson, 1432. + Two 
further Reports from this Committee, 1832 and 1835 (foolscap folio, ex-library copies in neat binder’s cloth). 
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[59]    
GREAT BRITAIN: PARLIAMENT.  WESTERN AND SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA. RETURN TO AN 
ADDRESS… for No. 1. Return of all the expenses defrayed in the Country in the Colony of Western Australia…
Copy of a Despatch from Governor Sir James Stirling… Returns for South Australia, similar… Foolscap folio, sewn 
as issued, with two other pieces in a bookform box. [London], Ordered by the House of Commons, to be Printed, 6 
August 1838. Ferguson, 2511. + SOUTH AUSTRALIA. RETURN TO AN ADDRESS… for Returns of the Quantity 
of Land in South Australia sold… Foolscap folio, sewn as issued. [London], Ordered by the House of Commons, to be 
Printed, 10 April 1840. Ferguson, 3002. Both pieces with the pencilled ownership signature of C.A.S. Hawker. + A 
duplicate copy of the 1840 report.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[60]    
GREGORY, A.C. NORTH AUSTRALIAN EXPLORING EXPEDITION: Copy Correspondence [and] Copy of
Additional Correspondence. Two pieces, foolscap folio, sewn as issued. Melbourne, John Ferres, 1855. Scarce:
preparatory to Gregory’s great North Australian Expedition; includes letters from Charles Sturt and John Lort Stokes.
The second paper not noted by McLaren.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[61]    
HAMILTON, George. EXPERIENCES OF A COLONIST FORTY YEARS AGO, and A Journey from Port Phillip
to South Australia in 1839. By An Old Hand. With Illustrations. Octavo, six wood-engraved plates, without the errata
slip, original morocco-grain blue cloth, short title in gilt on the front board, binder’s label of J. Bridgland,
Bookbinder, Gresham St., Adelaide, on back pastedown endpaper, rear board with pale marking. Adelaide, Frearson
and Brother, 1879. First edition: very scarce. Hamilton was one of the earliest overlanders to and from Port Phillip and
these densely printed reminiscences are a lively record of experience in the earliest years of two colonies. Hamilton
was an amateur artist of some ability and the wood-engraved plates, after his drawings, have a distinct naïve charm.
Ferguson, 10183 (miscollated).
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[62]    
HARRISON, Robert. COLONIAL SKETCHES: or, Five Years in South Australia, with hints to capitalists and
emigrants. Octavo, original cloth. London and Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Hall, Virtue, and Co., William Kaye, 1862. Only
edition of a scarce volume published by a former settler in South Australia from 1856 to 1861. Writing of the colony
under the administration of the eminently lampoonable Sir Richard McDonnell, Harrison’s criticisms of South
Australia, its society, manners, and pretensions are often wickedly satirical but not entirely malicious. Petherick
claimed that the Angas family (who are ridiculed throughout) purchased and destroyed every copy of the book they
could find. Cains, 66 (“evidence for suppression is anecdotal”); Ferguson, 10265 (repeating Petherick).
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[63]    
HARVIE, Joseph C. THE HISTORY OF THE CONVICT HULK “SUCCESS” AND “SUCCESS” PRISONERS. A
Vivid Fragment of Colonial History. Octavo, with full-page illustrations included in the pagination, original pictorial
wrappers, half calf (spine worn). Leeds, Petty & Sons, Ltd, 1890s. Published progressively in Melbourne, Leeds, and
London, this pamphlet was a souvenir produced in connection with the display of the alleged convict hulk throughout
Britain in the mid-1890s. A sensational ‘history’ of convict experience, it even extends to an account of the
spectacularly unrelated Kelly Gang of bushrangers. Ferguson, 10279. + WANTRUP, J. THE TRANSPORTATION
Exile and Escape of Thomas Muir. Octavo, frontispiece, wrappers. Melbourne, Boroondara Press, 1990. Limited
edition of 200 numbered and signed copies. + SHIPLEY, Rev. Orby. THE PURGATORY of Prisoners, or an
intermediate stage between the prison and the public. Octavo, half crushed morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. London,
Joseph Masters, 1857. With author’s inscription.
Estimate $150/240
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[64]    
HUME,  Hamilton.  LIFE OF EDWARD JOHN EYRE.  Late Governor of Jamaica. Octavo, portrait frontispiece,
newspaper clippings pasted-in, original cloth (marked and bit used), bookplate. London, Bentley, 1867.  First edition.
Inscribed by the author with a letter of presentation tipped-in. Ferguson, 10667. + Four volumes and two documents
relating to Governor Edward John Eyre’s handling of the Jamaica Riots.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[65]    
JACK, Robert L. MOONDILLA GOLD FIELD.  Foolscap folio, single sheet, disbound. Brisbane, James Beal,
1891. + Two Papers on Queensland gold fields, 1877 and 1887. + THE CENTRAL BROKEN HILL SILVER
MINING COMPANY, LIMITED. REPORTS & STATEMENT of Accounts for half-year ending June 30 1890.
Quarto, four folding plans in colour, original wrappers.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[66]    
JONES, James W. EXAMINATION OF COUNTRY NORTH-EAST OF EUCLA… Report and Journal of
Examination of the Country North-East of Eucla [drop title]. Foolscap folio, pp. 10 (last blank) + large folding map
(tear neatly sealed). Adelaide, Ordered by the House of Assembly to be printed, 1880. Very scarce. James W. Jones,
Chief Surveyor in Goyder’s Survey Department, was despatched to examine the land to the north of Eucla so as to
select a site for the first trial borings for water, and to complete the examination of the Nullarbor Plain. The map
covers the entire extent of the Nullarbor Plain in South Australia. Gill, p. 14; McLaren, 10540.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[67]    
KELLY. POLICE COMMISSION.  1881. POLICE COMMISSION. Minutes of Evidence. Foolscap folio, original
cloth with plastic dustwrapper as issued. Melbourne, Heinemann, 1968. Facsimile edition, one of 250 numbered
copies and now scarce.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[68]    
KINLOCH, Arthur.  THE MURRAY RIVER: BEING A JOURNAL of the Voyage of the “Lady Augusta” Steamer
from the Goolwa, in South Australia, to Gannewarra, Above Swan Hill, Victoria; a Distance from the Sea Mouth of
1400 Miles. Octavo, with the original wrappers, signs of earlier folding, in undistinguished later cloth (rear board
worn), the Ivo Hammet copy with ownership stamp. Adelaide, W.C. Cox, 1853.  Rare: one of two rare participants’
accounts of the first navigation of the Murray River by steamboat. Ferguson, 11196.
Estimate $1000/1500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[69]    
LA TROBE, Charles Joseph. LANDSCAPES AND SKETCHES.  Quarto, illustrations, marbled endpapers,
imitation morocco with pictorial onlay in matching slipcase. Melbourne, State Library of Victoria, 1999. Edition
limited to 500 numbered copies.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[70]    
LA TROBE, Charles Joseph. AUSTRALIAN NOTES, 1839-1854.  Large quarto, coloured illustrations throughout, 
imitation morocco in matching slipcase. Melbourne, Tarcoola Press in association with State Library of Victoria and 
Boz Publishing, 2006. Edition limited to 200 numbered copies.
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[71]    
LOYAU,  George Etienne.  NOTABLE SOUTH AUSTRALIANS;  or, Colonists - Past and Present.  Octavo, 
frontispiece lithographed view, 15 lithographed plates of portraits, and three additional mounted actual portrait 
photographs at pp. viii (Sir W.C.F. Robinson), 32 (Capt. S.W. Sweet), and 273 (George E. Loyau), with pp. [24] 
terminal advertisements, original plum cloth (sunned on spine). Adelaide, Carey, Page & Co., 1885.  First edition, 
extra-illustrated issue. An uncommon variant of a book for which there may properly be said to be no standard 
collation. Inscribed to J.H. Angas, and signed and dated by the author. Ferguson, 11748 (ill-described); Holden, 71 
(variant); see also Michael Treloar, Catalogue 11, items 429 and 430 for two further variants of this special issue, and 
comments thereon.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[72]    
LOYAU,  George Etienne.  THE REPRESENTATIVE MEN OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA.  Octavo, plates, original 
green cloth. Adelaide, George Howell, 1883. Ferguson, 11745.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[73]    
MACARTHUR, Edward, James, and William. EMIGRATION TO NEW SOUTH WALES, with a statement of the 
conditions generally …also, some account of the principles and manner of conducting a former emigration to the same 
place. Small octavo, sewn as issued. London, D. Walther, 1838. Rare account of systematic emigration, dealing with 
the 1836 voyage of the Brothers which conducted fourteen Dorset agricultural families to an estate outside Sydney 
(Camden). The National Library copy notes that the employers were to be the Macarthurs. Ferguson, 2486. 
Estimate $300/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[74]    
MACARTHUR, Edward. COLONIAL POLICY OF 1840 AND 1841, as illustrated by the Governor’s 
despatches, and proceedings of the Legislative Council of New South Wales. Octavo, with a handcoloured map, a 
fine copy in modern half calf, top edge gilt. London, John Murray, 1841. Rare: advocating emigration and discussing 
at length the British government’s land policy in New South Wales. A distinguished soldier, Sir Edward Macarthur 
was the eldest son of John Macarthur, the great perturbator. As a very young man he was involved in his 
father’s deposition of Governor Bligh but, unlike his father, he went on to serve his country with distinction. Until 
1851 he was stationed in London, actively representing Australian interests there. This is one – and the more 
important – of two pamphlets he published in the 1840s promoting the cause of emigration to the Australian colonies. 
He was later the highly respected peace-making Governor of Victoria after the Eureka Rebellion, which was the 
culmination of his predecessor, Hotham’s, disastrous administration. Ferguson, 3241.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[75]    
MACDONALD, Donald. TOURISTS’ HANDBOOK OF AUSTRALIA…  Oblong octavo, illustrations throughout, 
gilt and decorated original cloth. Melbourne, Howard Smith Company, 1905. 
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[76]    
McINTYRE, William. THE PREVALENT FORMS and Causes of Sabbath Desecration… Lecture III. Octavo, pp. 
24, sewn in original blue paper wrappers. Sydney, R. Howe, 1841. Rare. Ferguson, 3244.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[77]    
MILLER, Royal R. THE UPPER MURRAY: A Centenary Survey with special reference to the Corryong District. 
Octavo, pp. 124 (first two leaves blank), [4] (first colophon, others blank) + eleven leaves of plates, and a double-
page map; original cloth (sunned on spine), title on front board in gilt. Melbourne, Spectator Publishing Co. Pty. Ltd., 
1934. First edition: very scarce. Signed by the author. Beaumont, 1088.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[78]    
MITCHELL, Sir Thomas Livingstone. SUPPLEMENT TO THE NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT 
GAZETTE… Thursday, December 31, 1846... Camp by Snodgrass Lagoon, 14th December, 1846 [drop title]. 
Foolscap folio, pp. [6] (numbered 1640 – 1643, last blank), printed in double column on white paper. Sydney, W.W. 
Davies, Government Printer, 1846. Rare: printing, as a supplement to the Government Gazette, of one of Mitchell’s 
reports of his expedition to tropical Australia in 1845-6 in search of the north-west flowing river and an overland route 
to Port Essington. This was Mitchell’s fourth and last expedition. Wantrup, p. 203.
Estimate $600/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[79]    
MOLESWORTH, Sir William. REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION; 
Together with the Minutes of Evidence, Appendix and Index. Foolscap folio, six folding maps (most with outline 
colouring, the first with a sealed tear), contemporary half red calf and marbled boards. London, House of Commons, 
1837. The maps include a Plan of Sydney, with Pyrmont, not noted by Ferguson. Ferguson, 2276 (“a very full and 
valuable inquiry”).
Estimate $1000/2000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[80]    
MOLESWORTH, Sir William. SPEECH ON THE STATE OF THE COLONIES.  Octavo, half-title with defect at 
head made good, modern half calf. London, Henry Hooper, 1839. T. M. Ramsay copy with blind stamp. Ferguson, 
2812 (not noting half-title). + THE DEBATE upon Mr. Ward’s Resolutions on Colonization, in the House of 
Commons, June 28 1839. Octavo, without advertisements, with author’s initialled inscription (trimmed), later cloth. 
London, Ridgway, 1839. See Ferguson, 2740. + MOLESWORTH, Sir W. SPEECHES …during the Session of 1850, 
on the Bill for the Better Government of the Australian Colonies. Octavo, later half cloth over marbled boards. 
Bonython copy with bookplate. London, James Ridgway, [1850]. Ferguson, 5461.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[81]    
MOORE, George Fletcher. DIARY OF TEN YEARS’ EVENTFUL LIFE OF AN EARLY SETTLER in Western
Australia; and also a descriptive vocabulary of the Language of the Aborigines. Octavo, a fine copy, in bright original
blue coth, gilt. London, M. Walbrook, 1884. First edition: narrating in rich personal detail the earliest years of the
Swan River settlement. Moore, who arrived at the Swan River in 1830, became a large landholder and the colony’s
advocate-general. He was an enthusiastic explorer who took part in several inland expeditions: he traced the Swan
River to the Avon; helped discover the York district; discovered the Moore River and good land near Northam; and
had been sent to examine the Champion Bay district following Grey’s report. Ferguson, 12733.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[82]    
MOUNTFORD, Charles P. NOMADS OF THE AUSTRALIAN DESERT.  Quarto, plates and illustrations,
original boards with dustwrapper, spine faded as usual. Adelaide, Rigby, 1976. First edition: a portion of the edition
was suppressed. Cains, 121.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[83]    
NAPIER, Francis. NOTES OF A VOYAGE from New South Wales to the North Coast of Australia, from the
Journal of the late Francis Napier. Octavo, with mounted photographic portrait, eight lithographed plates, four folding
maps, one full-page map (p. 70), and a few other illustrations in the text, original blue cloth (bit marked), gilt.
[Glasgow, Privately Printed, 1876]. Inscribed presentation copy from the editor. Extremely scarce: the posthumous
first edition of Francis Napier’s journal of Cadell’s 1867-9 Northern Territory Expedition, the only separately-
published account. Ferguson, 13058; Wantrup, 102.
Estimate $400/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[84]    
NICHOLAS, Mary J. BUSHRANGERS: Reminiscences of Early Tasmania. Octavo, illustrations, original raffia
tied wrappers Wellington, Harry H. Tombs, 1919. Uncommon.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[85]    
NICHOLLS, W.H. ORCHIDS OF AUSTRALIA. drawn in natural Colour by W.H. Nicholls With Descriptive Text.
Folio, illustrations, publisher’s half ‘morocco’ and cloth boards. Melbourne, Georgian House, 1951. Edition limited
to 1000 numbered copies (this out of series).
Estimate $140/280
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[86]    
NORTHERN TERRITORY. FINNISS, B.T. PETITION OF B.T. FINNISS. Ordered by the House of Assembly to
be printed, 28th September, 1866. Foolscap folio, pp. 6, cloth-backed card covers.  In March 1864 Finniss was
appointed government Resident in the Northern Territory, later becoming special and stipendiary magistrate as well.
The hastily organised and poorly planned survey party under his command was instructed to examine the Adelaide
River and nearby coast and to select a capital site. Against the advice of his subordinates, Finniss chose Adam Bay and
began marking out sections on its mosquito-infested mud flats. Bitter dissensions followed with his assistants who
complained to Adelaide. Finniss was recalled to face a Royal Commission which condemned him for poor judgement
and for spending some £40,000 of public funds on a hopeless venture. (A.D.B. online). This Petition was Finniss’s
detailed response to those findings. House of Assembly Paper 81 of 1866. Mills, AB63.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[87]    
NORTHERN TERRITORY.  NORTHERN TERRITORY CORRESPONDENCE [bound with] PROCEEDINGS
OF SURVEYING SCHOONER “BEATRICE”. Foolscap folio, two pieces bound in one volume, neat modern
binder’s linen with leather label. Adelaide, Ordered by the House of Assembly to be printed, 28th September 1866.
South Australian Parliamentary Papers Numbers 79 and 80 of 1866.
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[88]    
NORTHERN TERRITORY.  GOVERNMENT GEOLOGIST’S REPORT on the Tanami Gold Country, with plans.
Folio, original wrappers. Adelaide, Government Printer, 1909. Scarce. + A report on the gold discoveries near
Winnecke’s Depot and mines of the Arltunga goldfields, Macdonnell Ranges, with plan and appendices. Folio,
original wrappers. Adelaide, Government Printer, 1903. + BROWN, H.Y.L. REPORTS (Geological and General)
resulting from the Explorations … during 1905. Foolscap folio, folding maps and plans, plates, original wrappers.
Adelaide, Bristow, 1906. + REPORT OF COUNTRY RECENTLY examined in the Davenport & Murchison Ranges,
1903. + South Australia Parliamentary Paper No. 155 (1880) on the Discovery of Goldfield, Northern Territory.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[89]    
OLD COLONIST.  SOUTH AUSTRALIA By an Old Colonist [drop title]. Duodecimo, pp. 12 (last blank); sewn, as
issued, without wrappers. [Adelaide, circa 1858]. Very scarce pamphlet promoting emigration to South Australia.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[90]    
PARKIN, Ray. H.M. BARK ENDEAVOUR. Her Place in Australian History With an Account of her Construction,
Crew and Equipment. Small folio, original buckram in slipcase with separate folder of charts and plans. Melbourne,
Miegunyah Press, 1999. Third edition.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[91]    
ROBB, Emily Maud. EARLY TOORAK AND DISTRICT.  Oblong octavo, illustrations, original contrasting cloth. 
Melbourne, Robertson and Mullens, 1934. Much sought: the only history of Toorak, hard as that may be to believe. 
Beaumont, 272.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[92]    
ROE, J.S. REPORT OF AN EXPEDITION UNDER THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL, Mr. J.S. Roe, to the South-
Eastward of Perth, in Western Australia, between the months of September, 1848, and February, 1849 [extracted from 
R.G.S. Journal vol. XXII, 1852]. Octavo, extract, pp. 57 (complete, the final half page pasted to a blank leaf), with 
folding engraved Arrowsmith map, early half cloth and marbled boards, in modern cloth box with leather label. 
London, John Murray, 1852. Edge-Partington copy, with bookplate.
Estimate $400/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[93]    
ROSEBY, T.J. SYDNEY’S WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE 1788 to 1918. Opening New Offices, 1918. 
Commemoration Volume. Oblong octavo, maps and illustrations (two folding plates), original cloth. Sydney, 
William Applegate Gullick, 1918. 
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[94]    
ROSS, James. (ROSS’S) HOBART TOWN ALMANACK, and Van Diemen’s Land Annual for 1836. Duodecimo, 
folding chart, original cloth. Hobart Town, James Ross, 1836. Includes the two well-known series by Ross: “The 
Settler in Van Diemen’s Land Fourteen years ago” and “The Settler in Van Diemen’s Land in 1836”. Ferguson, 2174; 
Wilson, 243.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[95]   
RUSSELL, A. A TOUR THROUGH THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES IN 1839. With notes and incidents of a 
voyage Round the Globe, calling at New Zealand and South America. Octavo, later half calf and marbled boards. 
Glasgow, Robertson, 1840. First edition: with an early account of Melbourne and the Port Phillip District (Chapters 
XIII-XVII). Ferguson, 3074.
Estimate $120/180
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[96]    
SADLEIR, Richard. THE ABORIGINES OF AUSTRALIA.  Quarto, frontispiece and seven plates (two in colour), 
re-bound in modern crimson morocco. Sydney, Thomas Richards, 1883. First edition and quite scarce: only 500 
copies printed. Ferguson, 15343 (calling for frontispiece and six plates in error).
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[97]    
SECONDARY PUNISHMENT.  RETURN TO AN ADDRESS OF THE HONOURABLE THE HOUSE OF 
COMMONS, Copies or Extracts of any Correspondence between the Secretary of State and the Governor of New 
South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land, on the Subject of Secondary Punishment. Folio, with two folding lithographed 
maps by Arrowsmith and two folding plans, all coloured by hand, a good copy in modern binder’s cloth, leather spine 
label. London, House of Commons, 15 June 1841. The plates include attractive maps of Norfolk Island and the 
Tasman Peninsula, and a plan of the Female Factory at Parramatta. Ferguson, 3202.
Estimate $500/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[98]    
SERVILLE, Paul de. MELBOURNE CLUB, a social history, 1838-1918. Large octavo, illustrated, pictorial 
endpapers, original boards in dustwrapper. Melbourne, 2017. + Pacini and Adamson’s 2001 history of the 
Athenaeum Club.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[99]    
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.  RETURN TO AN ADDRESS Copies of any Correspondence in the Colonial Department 
relative to the Establishment of the Settlement of South Australia, since the year 1831, and its present Financial 
Difficulties. Foolscap folio, binder’s cloth. London, Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed 12 March 1841. 
A very valuable repository of information concerning South Australia and its early troubles. Copies of the foundation 
documents are given [Ferguson]. Ferguson, 3222. + A group of eighteen Parliamentary papers on South Australia and 
Northern Territory, including the report of the Commission into the loss of the Admella.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[100]    
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.  ABSTRACT OF THE FIRST AND SECOND REPORTS OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE 
of the House of Commons on South Australia, with an abridgment of the oral and documentary evidence. Octavo, 
lithographed folding map, printed in double column, page numbers shaved at head, later half calf and marbled 
boards. London, J.C. Hailes for the South Australian Society, 1841. This copy is from the library of Sir Culling 
Eardley Smith, reformer of the poor laws, signed by him with the note “to be returned”. + A group of four mostly 
early works on South Australia by Mears (1839), Ayers, James (extract from The Dublin Review, 1839), and Smillie 
(1838).
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[101]    
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.  AN ACT TO EMPOWER HIS MAJESTY to erect South Australia into a British Province... 
15th August 1834. Folio, trimmed, first leaf toned, disbound. London, George E. Eyre and Andrew Spottiswoode, 
1834. + Ten related Acts, 1838-1861, and six issues of the South Australian Government Gazette, 1841-1849. 
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[102]    
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.  EPITOME OF THE DEBATES in the Houses of Legislature during the first session of the
first Parliament of South Australia, 1857-58. Octavo, modern half calf. Adelaide, The Times and Dispatch Office,
1858. + A group of five works on South Australian legislation and politics.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[103]    
SOWDEN, William J. THE NORTHERN TERRITORY AS IT IS. A Narrative of the South Australian
Parliamentary Party’s Trip, and full description of the Northern Territory; its settlement and industries. By William J.
Sowden. With an Appendix, containing reports of the general resources of the Territory by Professor Tate, F.G.S.
Octavo, original cloth, gilt. Adelaide, W.K. Thomas & Co., 1882. First edition of this detailed and important account
of the Northern Territory written on the basis of the official tour of inspection through the Territory by South
Australian parliamentarians after nearly two decades of settlement. Ferguson, 16038. + PARSONS, H.A. THE
TRUTH ABOUT THE NORTHERN TERRITORY. Octavo, binder’s cloth, Geoffrey Farmer copy with bookplate.
Adelaide, 1907.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[104]    
SPENCE, Catherine Helen. THE LAWS WE LIVE UNDER.  Small octavo, flush-cut limp cloth. Adelaide, 1881. +
REED, T.S. Further Memories of a Long Life. 16mo., original wrappers. Adelaide, n.d. + A group of five works on
South Australian history and biography.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[105]    
STEPHENS, John. THE HISTORY OF THE RISE AND PROGRESS of the New British Province of South
Australia… Octavo, with plates and folding map, folding table, uncut, original blue cloth, spine and rear board
sunned, the copy of Judge Samuel James Way with armorial bookplate. London, Smith, Elder, & Co., 1839. Second
issue (“edition”) of Stephens’s Land of Promise… of the same year: signed by W. Leigh in 1839, from the collection
of Eric Glenie Bonython with his bookplate. Ferguson, 2851.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[106]    
STORIE, Rev. John. CASE OF LIBEL. Rev. C. Simson and Rev. J. Mackersey versus The Rev. John Storie. Octavo,
bound without wrappers in modern full-kangaroo. Hobart Town, Pratt, 1864. Very scarce: more toxic Van Demonian
bickering. Ferguson, 16301.
Estimate $150/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[107]    
STUART, John McDouall. MR. STUART’S EXPLORATION IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA.  Foolscap folio, with a
large folding map, disbound. Melbourne, John Ferres, Government Printer, 1858. The very scarce publication by the
rival Victorian parliament of the official journal of John McDouall Stuart’s first expedition. McLaren, 15457.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[108]    
STURT, Charles and Ludwig LEICHHARDT. PRESENTATION OF THE GOLD MEDALS, awarded 
respectively to Captain Charles Sturt and Doctor Ludwig Leichhardt [contained in] Journal of the Royal Geographical 
Society Volume the Seventeenth Part I. Octavo, folding map, original wrappers, half green crushed morocco by 
Sangorski & Sutcliffe, top edge gilt. London, John Murray, 1847. Also contains a long article by Charles Beke “On the 
Nile and its Tributaries”.
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[109]    
STURT. ALLEN, James. THE ROYAL SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ALMANACK and General Directory for 1845. 
Duodecimo, old cloth-backed marbled boards, hinges strengthened. Adelaide, James Allen, 1845. Very scarce: 
importantly includes a seven-page report of Charles Sturt’s 1844 Expedition to the North. Ferguson, 4139.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[110]    
SYME, J. NINE YEARS IN VAN DIEMEN’S LAND; comprising an account of its discovery, possession, 
settlement, progress, population, value of land, herds, flocks, &c... With anecdotes of bushrangers. Octavo, original 
cloth (some repairs on spine), Glover copy with booklabel. Dundee, The Author, 1848. Extremely scarce: includes a 
valuable life of Mike Howe. Ferguson, 4929; Wilson, 101.
Estimate $400/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[111]    
TINLINE, George. PUBLIC DINNER AND TESTIMONIAL to George Tinline, Esq. Octavo, original wrappers, in 
half crushed morocco bookform box. London, G.E. Waters, 1889. Rare London reprinting, for private circulation, of a 
testimonial to the Adelaide banker and pastoralist. With the bookplate of Sir Henry Ayers, with Tinline’s printed 
presentation card tipped in. Ferguson, 17183. + TESTIMONIAL to George Tinline [drop title]. Duodecimo, pp. 12, 
final leaf with small defect, modern half calf. No imprint, circa 1853. Not traced in Ferguson and rare.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[112]    
TIPPING, Marjorie. CONVICTS UNBOUND. The Story of the Calcutta Convicts and their Settlement in Australia. 
Quarto, black & white illustrations, endpaper maps, original cloth with dustwrapper. Melbourne, Viking O’Neil, 
1988. 
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[113]    
TRANSPORTATION.  ACT TO EXPLAIN AND AMEND THE LAWS RELATING TO TRANSPORTATION, 
Imprisonment, and other Punishment. Foolscap folio, modern marbled wrappers with paper label. London, 30 June 
1779. + AN ACT … to remit the Sentences of such Offenders. Foolscap folio, modern marbled wrappers with paper 
label. London, 21 January 1790. + AN ACT to facilitate… the Transportation of Offenders. Foolscap folio, modern 
marbled wrappers with paper label. London, 29 December 1802.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[114]    
TRANSPORTATION.  FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE on the Subject of Convict Discipline and Transportation. 
Presented to both Houses of Parliament February 1849. Foolscap folio, folding handcoloured lithographed map of 
Van Diemen’s Land, imitation morocco (front joint opened). London, William Clowes, 1849. Ferguson, 5049. Craig 
copy, with his pencilled name. + FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE on the Subject of Convict Discipline and 
Transportation… May 1854. Foolscap folio, bound together with other papers on convicts and prisons, contemporary 
cloth-backed boards. London, Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1854. + VAN DIEMEN’S LAND. Return to an Address…
Convict Discipline. Foolscap folio, in modern folding cloth covers. London, 9 February 1846. + AN ACT for 
Abolishing Capital Punishment in case of returning from Transportation. Foolscap folio, Mackaness morocco. 
London, Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1834. Ferguson, 1793. + FURTHER PAPERS on … Convict Discipline. Foolscap 
folio, early cloth. London, Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1863. + CONVICTS (Tickets of Leave). Return to an Address, 16 
February 1863. Foolscap folio, early cloth.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[115]    
VAN DIEMEN’S LAND.  PAPERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OF VAN DIEMEN’S LAND, 1841. 
Foolscap folio, contemporary black calf (edges rubbed), rebacked preserving earlier spine label. Hobart Town, James 
Barnard, Government Printer, 1841. Very important for information regarding emigration and the experiences of 
immigrants. From the collection of Dr Clifford Craig, with his typed note inserted. Ferguson, 3314. + MINUTES OF 
THE INTENDED ARRANGEMENTS between Earl Bathurst… and the Proposed Van Diemen’s Land Company…
Foolscap folio, modern half calf. London, House of Commons, 11 May, 1825. + AN ACT for granting certain Powers 
and Authorities to a Company, to be incorporated by Charter, to be called The Van Diemen’s Land Company. 
Foolscap folio, disbound. London, Eyre and Strahan, 10 June 1825. + AN ACT dealing with Waste Land in V.D.L., 
1845.
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[116]    
WAKEFIELD, Edward Gibbon. A VIEW OF THE ART OF COLONIZATION with present reference to the British 
Empire; in Letters between a Statesman and a Colonist. Edited by (one of the writers) Edward Gibbon Wakefield. 
Octavo, uncut, modern buckram-backed boards. London, Parker, 1849. Proof copy of the first edition: inscribed 
“Proof Sheets – Confidential” on the title-page, the first text leaf, and the final blank. Wakefield’s final and most 
substantial statement on ‘systematic’ colonisation in which, most notably, he proposes a scheme for the colonisation of 
New Zealand along the theoretical lines first established and developed in his earlier promotional writings on the less 
than successful South Australian experiment. Expanded from the second volume of his England and America of 1833, 
Wakefield’s views on colonisation theory not only influenced British liberal political philosopher John Stuart Mill but 
even provoked a sustained critical response from Karl Marx in a complete chapter of Das Kapital. The fictitious 
“statesman”, whose letters form a counterpoint to Wakefield’s own letters as a fictitious “colonist”, was almost 
certainly intended to be Earl Grey, who was in charge of the Colonial Office from 1846. Bagnall, 5818; Ferguson, 
5235.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[117]    
WAKEFIELD, Edward Gibbon. FACTS relating to the punishment of death in the metropolis. Octavo, uncut, 
original boards, rebacked. London, James Ridgway, 1831. Written from his own experiences of three years 
imprisonment in Newgate, this work is a powerful argument that what acts as a deterrent to crime is not the severity of 
punishment, rather the certainty of apprehension. The final chapter deals with transportation to the colonies. Ferguson, 
1497. + STEPHENS, John. SANITARY REFORM (Adelaide, 1849) + THE BRISTOL RIOTS, their cases, progress, 
and consequences, by A Citizen. (Bristol, 1832). + GAWLER, Colonel George. THE PRESENT STATE of Moral 
Principle in the Supreme Government of the British Colonial Empire. (London, 1850). Ferguson, 5362.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[118]    
WATSON, Henry, A LECTURE ON SOUTH AUSTRALIA delivered … Nov. 27 1837… with Letters from J.B. 
Hack, Esq. and other emigrants. Octavo, old vertical fold, later cloth, gilt. London, 1838. Third edition, with an 
Appendix. Ferguson, 2669. + A group of five works of South Australian interest.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[119]    
WATTS, Jane Isabella. MEMORIES OF EARLY DAYS in South Australia. For private circulation only. Octavo, 
errata slip pasted to endpaper, original cloth, gilt. Adelaide, Advertiser General Printing Office, 1882. Ferguson, 
18245.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[120]    
WESTGARTH, William. HALF A CENTURY OF AUSTRALASIAN PROGRESS: A Personal Retrospect. Octavo, 
three folding maps, original green cloth (sunned on spine). London, Sampson Low, 1889. Presentation copy. Ferguson, 
18422.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[121]    
WHATELY, Richard. THOUGHTS ON SECONDARY PUNISHMENTS, in a letter to Earl Grey... To which are 
appended, two articles on Transportation to New South Wales, and on Secondary Punishments; and Some 
Observations on Colonization [bound with] REMARKS ON TRANSPORTATION, and on a recent defence of the 
System; in a Second Letter to Earl Grey… Two works, octavo, the first in modern papered boards (final blank leaf 
spotted), the second in modern half crushed morocco, top edge gilt. London, B. Fellowes, 1832 [and] 1834. First 
editions of Whately’s pleas for a radical reform of the British penal system.
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[122]    
WHITE, Samuel Albert. THE CRUISE OF THE AVOCET. In Search of Skuas and other Things. 16mo, black & 
white frontispiece and plates, original wrappers, half crushed morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, top edge gilt. 
Adelaide, W.K. Thomas & Co., n.d. circa 1916. 
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[123]    
WILSON, Edward. RAMBLES AT THE ANTIPODES: a Series of Sketches of Moreton Bay, New Zealand, the
Murray River and South Australia, and the Overland Route. With two maps; and twelve tinted lithographs, illustrative
of Australian life, by S.T. Gill. Small octavo, with 12 tinted plates by S.T. Gill, and two folding maps;  in original gilt-
decorated plum cloth, gift inscription on the front endpaper. London, W.H. Smith and Son, 1859. First edition, first
issue of an excellent and objective account of colonial life. The only book S.T. Gill was commissioned to illustrate,
this volumes brings together newspaper articles written during extensive travels throughout Australasia in the later
1850s by the radical democratic owner-editor of the Melbourne Argus. An unrelenting critic of lack-lustre colonial
administrations, Wilson was several times in court for libel. He was also an astute propagandist whose famous stunt
during the unrest on the diggings in 1853 under Hotham’s hopeless and hapless rule was to print a standing
advertisement: “Wanted a Governor. Apply to the People of Victoria”. Bagnall, 6132; Ferguson, 18649.
Estimate $150/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[124]    
WILSON, Ian. COLLECTING OLD TASMANIAN BOOKS.  Quarto, plates including twelve double-page in
colour, original cloth gilt in dustwrapper. Melbourne, Boobook Press, 2010. Signed by the author. The first
comprehensive reference (and published in a very limited number of copies).
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[125]    
WITHERS, William Bramwell. THE HISTORY OF BALLARAT, from the first pastoral settlement to the present
time. Octavo, additional chromolithographed title-page, the folding panorama loosely inserted, plates, early
inscription, original cloth (bit worn at head and foot of spine), Edge-Partington copy with bookplate. Ballarat,
“Ballarat Star”, 1870. First edition. Withers’s historical research was well-based on five years’ correspondence and
interviews with pioneer diggers and squatters, and with eye-witnesses at Eureka. He produced a comprehensive and
magisterial work, well-documented, fluently-written, and objective, a major achievement of nineteenth-century
Australian historiography and a paradigm of Australian local history writing unsurpassed for decades. Above all,
Withers’s perceptive and judicial interpretation of the Eureka Rebellion is one of the best accounts, marshalling and
objectively evaluating an impressively detailed record of first-hand evidence. Withers’s History is also well illustrated
with a large folding panoramic view of Ballarat, plates of views and facsimile documents as well as a fine additional
title-leaf with a coloured representation of the famous “Southern Cross” Eureka flag of white cross and silver stars on
a blue ground. Ferguson 18713; Wantrup 445b.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[126]    
WOLLASTON,  T.C.  OPAL:  The Gem of the Never Never.  Octavo, plates (some coloured), map, original cloth.
London, Thomas Murby & Co., 1924. 
Estimate $150/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[127]    
YOUNG, James M. A TALE OF THE EARLY DAYS OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA… Early Settlements… Daring
Robberies… Atrocities by the Natives… Manners, Customs, and Language of the Native Tribe. Octavo, pp. 48,
original wrappers, modern half crushed morocco. Burnside (South Australia), The Author, n.d. but 1890s. Rare: of
substantial Aboriginal interest. Ferguson, 18995.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



Maps, Prints, Documents (lots 128 – 147)

[128]    
ARTHUR, Colonel George, Lieutenant-Governor. ORIGINAL LAND GRANT TO WILLIAM SORELL, of a
parcel of land fronting Macquarie, Antill and Davey Streets, Hobart. Quarto, 325 x 405 mm., printed form on vellum
completed in manuscript, signed by Governor Arthur, folded. Hobart, 22 November, 1832. Signed by Arthur, endorsed
by W. Burnett, Colonial Secretary. William Sorrell (1800-1860), had been appointed in 1824 as the first Registrar of
the Supreme Court of Van Diemen’s Land on the recommendation of his father, William Sorrell (1795-1848), the
Lieutenant-Governor from 1816.
Estimate $800/1200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[129]    
BELLIN, Jacques Nicolas. CARTE REDUITE DES TERRES AUSTRALES pour servir a l’Histoire des voyages par
le Sr. Bellin Ing. de la Marine de la Societe Royale de Londres Engraved map, approximately 200 x 275 mm., vertical
fold. [A Paris, Chez Didot, 1753]. Scarce. A famous image, the map shows a detailed representation of Northern and
Western Australia, while a speculative east coast extends from New Guinea to Tasmania, which are shown as part of
the mainland. From Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages (vol. 11). “a continuation of the high quality cartography
established by de l’Isle”. Clancy, 6.28.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[130]    
BRISBANE, Sir Thomas, Governor. ORIGINAL LAND GRANT TO JOHN SMITH of 200 acres in Methven, Van
Diemen’s Land. Quarto, 295 x 415 mm (excluding seal), printed form on vellum completed in manuscript, signed by
Governor Brisbane, with fine ribbon tie and paper seal, folded. Sydney, 30 June, 1823. Signed by Brisbane, endorsed
by Frederick Goulburn, Colonial Secretary.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[131]    
BURKE & WILLS.  WILLIAM JOHN WILLS, AND R. O’HARA BURKE, LEADER.  Two tinted litographed
portraits, each approximately 125 x 90 mm., one with several spots and the other with a short tear sealed at upper
blank margin. (Melbourne), De Gruchy and Leigh, lithographers, circa 1862. 
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[132]    
DARLING, Lieutenant General, Governor Ralph. CONDITIONAL PARDON to William Cuthbert. Single sheet
bifolium, printed on vellum, with manuscript insertions, part of original ribbon attached, toned. Sydney, R. Howe,
Government Printer, 27 May 1828. Signed by Governor Darling and the Colonial Secretary Alexr McLeay in 1828,
and again the following year after receipt of the Secretary of State’s approval, the Pardon gives Cuthbert’s physical
appearance and shows he was transported from Lincoln in 1817.
Estimate $400/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[133]    
FREYCINET.  CARTE D’UNE PARTIE DE LA TERRE NAPOLÉON (à la Nouvelle Hollande) (1ère feuille),
dressée par M. Boullanger, Ingénieur Hydrographe, d’après ses observations, celles de M. Faure, Ingénieur Geographe
sur le Naturaliste ... Mars, Avril et Decembre 1802. Engraved chart, approximately 463 x 715 mm, single vertical fold,
unframed. [Paris, 1812]. Map of the southern coastline of Victoria from Marengo to Wilsons Promontory and Corner
Inlet, including detailed charting of Western Port, with King Island, and showing tracks of Le Géographe, Le
Naturaliste, and Le Casuarina in 1802. From the Partie Navigation of the Baudin-Peron-Freycinet Voyage de
Découvertes aux Terres Australes.
Estimate $600/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[134]    
FREYCINET.  CARTE D’UNE PARTIE DE LA TERRE NAPOLÉON (à la Nouvelle Hollande) 2me feuille, levée
par M. M. H. Freycinet, Offr de Marine & Bernier, Astronome sur la corvette le Géographe et dressée par M.
Boullanger, Ingénieur Hydrographe, Mars et Avril 1802. Engraved chart, approximately 463 x 703 mm, single vertical
fold, unframed. [Paris, 1812]. Map of the southern coastline of Australia from Cape Volney, Victoria, showing
Portland Bay, Descartes Bay, Rivoli Bay, to Bernouilli, South Australia. From the Partie Navigation of the Baudin-
Peron-Freycinet Voyage de Découvertes aux Terres Australes.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[135]    
FREYCINET.  CARTE GENERALE DU DETROIT DE BASS dressée par L. Freycinet, Commandant la Goelette et
le Casuarina, années 1802 & 1803. Engraved chart, approximately 463 x 703 mm, single vertical fold, unframed.
[Paris, 1812]. Map of Bass Strait, King Island, the Furneaux Islands, with the northern coast of Tasmania showing
Port Dalrymple and Low Head: with insets of Port Dalrymple and Furneaux Islands. From the Partie Navigation of
the Baudin-Peron-Freycinet Voyage de Découvertes aux Terres Australes.
Estimate $600/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[136]    
NEW SOUTH WALES.  VUE DE LA VILLE DE SYDNEY.  Engraved view with added colouring, approximately
140 x 250 mm., laid to card and with original printed caption, mounted. [Paris, circa 1820]. + “Campbell’s River,
New South Wales” (after J.W. Lewin). Engraved plate, disbound. London, 1825.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[137]    
MARSDEN, Rev. Samuel. INTERESTING GROUP OF EIGHT DOCUMENTS relating to his lease of Biggen
Grange at Bathurst. Various formats, on vellum and paper, printed and manuscript. Sydney, circa 1822-1830s. Legal
documents dealing with the 1822 Conveyance to Marsden, and subsequent dealings of his daughter Elizabeth Mary
Bobart, and including a copy of her 1837 marriage certificate (officiated by Marsden).
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[138]    
GEORGE III. Napoleonic Wars. LETTER OF MARQUE issued to George Garnett Huske Munnings Captain of the
Champion to apprehend ships, vessels and goods belonging to the Fourth Republic of France. Manuscript on vellum,
approximately 555 x 650 mm., portrait of George III within large engraved initial, with decorative border at head,
attached blue paper seal, small loss at old folds, the endorsement panel browned, part of original seal attached.
London, September 1811. Dated 25th September 1811, the document allows Munnings to arm a merchant ship with 6
six-pound cannonades, and grants authority ‘to set forth in a warlike manner’ and ‘by force of arms to apprehend,
seize and take ships, vessels and goods’. Munnings is also recorded around this period as a contractor transporting
convicts to Australia.
Estimate $400/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[139]    
TROEDEL, Charles (publisher). MERRY CREEK, Plenty Ranges, 1864. Oblong folio, fine tinted lithographed
plate, handcoloured, unframed. Melbourne, Charles Troedel, [1864]. From Troedel’s Melbourne Album of 1863-4,
“perhaps the finest work of urban topography produced in Australia in the nineteenth century” (Wantrup).
Estimate $400/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[140]    
GEORGE IV. HUNT, Joseph. MANUSCRIPT WARRANT SIGNED BY KING GEORGE IV, authorizing Joseph
Hunt’s removal from Gaol to the Hulks in the River Thames under sentence of transportation. Single leaf, foolscap
folio, manuscript in ink, signed George R at head, with the discreet Rawlins Collection label, traces of glue at corners
verso. London, 26 January 1824. After arriving in NSW on the Countess of Harcourt in 1824, Jones was held at the
Government Stock Farm in Bathurst. His Ticket of Leave was granted in 1832, and his Conditional Pardon in 1842. +
JONES, George Henry. ACCOUNT OF THE MURDER of the Late Mr. William Weare … and portraits of the
prisoners, John Thurtell, Jos. Hunt, and Wm. Probert. Octavo, six plates including two folding (pale marking), modern
binder’s cloth with leather spine label. London, Sherwood, Jones and Co., 1824. Ferguson, 956.
Estimate $800/1200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[141]    
SAINSON,  Louis Auguste de (after).  HABITATION DE PECHEURS DE PHOQUES AU PORT WESTERN
(NOUVELLE HOLLANDE) [together with] VUE PRISE AU PORT WERTERN [sic], DANS LA CRIQUE DES
MANGLIERS. Two original lithographs, later handcolouring, unframed. Paris, Tastu, circa 1830s. De Sainson was
artist on Dumont d’Urville’s voyage in the Astrolabe and his depiction of Bass Strait sealers, their Aboriginal women,
and their shanty at Port Western is celebrated as the earliest view of Victorian Aborigines and of western occupation in
the area. This pair of plates was published in the series of atlases attached to the official account of the expedition.
Estimate $1600/2400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[142]    
MARSDEN, Rev. Samuel. INDENTURE OF APPRENTICESHIP, between Rev. Samuel Marsden, Thomas Bowden
and Charles Gregory. Folio, printed document with manuscript insertions and seals, neat strengthening of old folds.
Sydney, 2 May 1823. Signed by Marsden, the Senior Chaplain of New South Wales, by John Harris and John Palmer
as Trustees of the Male Orphan Institution at Parramatta, and by Thomas Bowden as Master, the Indenture places the
orphan Charles Gregory as an apprentice to Bowden to instruct him in the art and mystery of a tailor: witnessed and
signed by Barron Field.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



Lot 141 (part)

[143]    
TALBOT, Victoria. PHOTOLITHOGRAPHED MAP, with outline colouring, folding and dissected into ten sections,
mounted on linen Approximately 1020 x 660 mm. With electoral boundaries marked in by coloured pencil. Melbourne,
Department of Lands and Survey, 1906. + Shire maps of Buninyong (Government Printer, H.J. Green, n.d.), and
Newham/Woodend (Melbourne, Scott & Furphy, Consulting Engineers).
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[144]    
WARD, Ebenezer.  THE SOUTH-EASTERN DISTRICT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA, Its Resources and
Requirements.  Octavo, large folding map, Adelaide binder’s ticket, original cloth, flecked, inked title on spine.
Adelaide, The South Australian, 1869. With the author’s signed inscription. Edward Angas Johnson, later Charles R.J.
Glover, copy, with bookplates. Ferguson, 18190.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[145]    
KING LOUIS XIV.  SIGNED MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENT on vellum. Manuscript on vellum, approximately 310 x
530 mm., old folds, clean cut at bottom right, some staining: signed “Louis”. Versailles, 28 October 1672. The
manuscript details a military commission in the Piedmont Infantry Regiment.
Estimate $500/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[146]    
WHEELER, Samuel, and CAMPBELL, Patrick. INDENTURE RECORDING THE LEASE OF LAND from
Samuel Wheeler to Patrick Campbell. Folio, single leaf bifolium, manuscript, approximately 315 x 210 mm., folded.
Sydney, 12 December, 1794. Early Sydney document recording the lease of Wheeler’s Farm in the Field of Mars
(Ryde) to Patrick Campbell, Master of the vessel Surprize ‘riding in Sydney Cove’: bearing Wheeler’s mark, as well
as the signatures of the witnesses John Harris (surgeon and magistrate), the commissary William Broughton, and the
regimental paymaster and inspector of public works John Macarthur.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[147]   
WHITEHEAD E. & Co. WHITEHEAD’S MAP OF VICTORIA. Revised to date with Counties distinctly coloured
and Alphabetical Key. Folding coloured map, approximately 510 x 630 mm, some old tape repairs on folds, with 28-
page key, bound separately in later brown buckram, preserving the original upper wrapper only. Melbourne,
E. Whitehead & Co., 1896. Scarce. Key includes two-page Cyclist’s Guide.
Estimate $120/240
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



Ephemera (lots 148 – 168)

[148]    
BANK OF AUSTRALIA.  ONE SHARE OF BANK CAPITAL STOCK, One Hundred Pounds Sterg. Printed
certificate on vellum, oblong octavo, approximately 120 x 200 mm. Sydney, 1833. Share No. 2049, issued to Thomas
de la Condamine, 1 July 1833, signed by four Directors and the Secretary. + COMMERCIAL BANKING
COMPANY, Sydney. ONE SHARE OF BANK CAPITAL STOCK, One Hundred Pounds Stg. Share No. 1651 issued
to John Malcolm, 11 February 1836, signed by Samuel Marsden, William Cox and two further Directors. Printed
certificate, with manuscript insertions, oblong octavo, approximately 160 x 190 mm.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[149]    
CRIME.  A CALENDAR OF THE PRISONERS contained in His Majesty’s three Gaols of Durham, Newcastle and
Northumberland, to take their trials, February and March, 1830. Broadside, approximately 390 x 255 mm., fine.
Newcastle, W. Boag, Printer, 1830. + TWO HEREFORD LEGAL DOCUMENTS, 1848, printed and manuscript,
concerning convicts and transportation. + A GOOD GROUP of ten eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Acts
dealing with transportation of offenders from Great Britain, pardons and tickets of leave, and abolishing capital
punishment in case of returning from transportation. London, 1799-1864.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[150]    
CRIME.  THE CROWN CALENDAR FOR THE LINCOLNSHIRE LENT ASSIZES, holde at the Castle of Lincoln,
on Saturday the 9th March, 1816, before the Right Hon. Sir Vicary Gibbs, Knight, Chief Justice of our Lord the King,
of his Court of Common Pleas, and the Hon Sir. Richard Richards, Knight, one of the Barons of our said Lord the
King, Nevile King, Esquire, Sheriff. Broadside, approximately 370 x 240 mm., paper restoration at left margin, a
good copy. Lincoln, J. Drury & Sons, 1816. Scarce ephemeral document listing the prisoners charged and shows
sentences including death, imprisonment and transportation: Thomas Hall, a 22-year old labourer guilty of entering a
dwelling and stealing two coats, was sentenced to death, while Richard Cross, convicted of manslaughter, was
imprisoned for one year. + With five further Calendars from the Lincolnshire Assizes, various dates between 1811 and
1828. + A CALENDAR of the Prisoners contained in His Majesty’s three Gaols of Durham, Newcastle and
Northumberland, to take their trials, February and March, 1830. Broadside, approximately 390 x 255 mm., fine.
Newcastle, W. Boag, Printer, 1830.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[151]    
GREY, George. TO THE INDEPENDENT ELECTORS of the Borough of Newark… Printed broadside, 50 x 37 cm,
old folds (some splitting). Saracen’s Head, Newark, Weaver, 1870. Rare electoral broadside. Grey initially stood as an
independent Liberal candidate for the Borough of Newark but withdrew before the election: “I have striven to initiate
a policy of Emigration, by which, if conducted under proper conditions, our Colonies would be regarded as the natural
outlet for our excessive population, and instead of being looked upon as places of exile would be considered- what in
truth they are-a home and heritage for the people of England”.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[152]    
JORDAN, J. A SOUVENIR OF WARRNAMBOOL and Its Exhibition. Published by J. Jordan, Photographer, 
Warrnambool… Oblong octavo, with numerous photographic illustrations, original cloth-backed pictorial boards. 
Warrnambool, J. Jordan, [1896]. Rare. Not in Beaumont; Ferguson, 1101.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[153]    
MINATURE NEWSPAPER.  AUSTRALIAN CHRONICLE. A Miniature Newspaper of Australia’s First 200 Years 
Prepared as a Souvenir of Captain Cook’s Discovery of Australia. Vol. 1 No. 4. Duodecimo with illustrations. Sydney, 
W.C. Penfold, 1969. Ephemeral and scarce.
Estimate $60/90
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[154]    
NEWSPAPERS  TASMANIAN MAIL. 3 Jan. - 27 June 1918. Folio, illustrations, few defects to wrappers and two 
articles cut out, half morocco and marbled boards (rubbed). Hobart, Davies Brothers, 1918. 
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[155]    
RAILWAYS.  PICTURESQUE VICTORIA and how to get there. A Handbook for Tourists. Octavo, illustrations, 
maps, advertisements, pictorial wrappers. Nice copy. Melbourne, Osboldstone, 1912. Seventh edition.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[156]    
TASMANIA.  A GOOD GROUP of local history pamphlets and ephemera.   Most with the Tasmanian collector Dr 
John Clemente’s ‘Foscarini’ book-label.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[157]    
TASMANIA.  A GOOD GROUP of booklets and pamphlets &c. relating to Tasmania. 
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[158]    
TASMANIA.  GROUP OF FIVE photographic souvenirs, mostly early twentieth century. 
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[159]    
TASMANIA.  THE EXAMINER ANNUAL 1947. Special Number of The Examiner, 21 October 1947. Folio, 
illustrations, original pictorial wrappers. Launceston, “Examiner”, 1947. + A copy of the 1949 Examiner annual. 
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[160]    
TOURISM. TASMANIA. A GOOD GROUP of four Tasmanian Government Tourist Bureau folding brochures 
promoting Tasmania’s North West.  Hobart, Tasmanian Government Tourist Bureau, 1950s-1960s. 
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[161]    
TOURISM. Tasmania. TASMANIA FOR THE TOURIST AND THE SETTLER.  Octavo, illustrations, folding 
map, original pictorial wrappers. Hobart, John Vail, Government Printer, 1916. + A copy of the 1929 edition. 
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[162]    
TOURISM. Tasmania. WEST TASMANIA.  Brochure, partly printed in colour, folding to tall duodecimo 
dimensions, illustrated including map. Hobart, Davies Brothers, 1935. Tasmanian Government Tourist Bureau 
brochure.
Estimate $60/90
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[163]    
TOURISM. Victoria. COLAC & THE OTWAY RANGES.  Broadsheet, partly printed in colour, folding to tall 
duodecimo dimensions, illustrated including map. Melbourne, Victorian Railways Print, 1947. + A SIMILAR tourist 
brochure published by the Victorian Railways, Ballarat: City of Culture (1947).
Estimate $60/90
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[164]    
TOURISM. Victoria. PLANNED HIKES. Selected Walking Tours in Victoria. Octavo, maps, original colour 
pictorial wrappers. Melbourne, Victorian Railways Print, 1947. + TWO OTHERS published by the Victorian 
Railways: Melbourne’s Parks And Gardens (1946), and Fishing In Victoria (1958), with folding map.
Estimate $70/90
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[165]    
VICTORIA RAILWAYS.  FOUR TOURISM photographs. Four photographs, 80 x 445mm, mounted on card, with 
printed captions, Victoria Railways blindstamps.  Images include Werribee Gorge, Bright, and Sealer’s Cove 
(Wilson’s Promontory).
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[166]    
WESTERN AUSTRALIA.  PHYSICAL FEATURES, FISHERIES, PEARLING, Marsupials… Tourists and 
Land Settlement. Folding to tall duodecimo dimensions, with a colour cover illustration by the artist Archibald 
Bertram Webb, other illustrations. Perth, Government Printer, 1935. Western Australia Government Tourist and 
Publicity Bureau pamphlet.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[167]    
WESTON, Harry (artist). CENTRAL VICTORIA For the Tourist. Folding brochure, partly printed in 
colour, illustrations, large map (410 x 680 mm). Melbourne, Victorian Railways, 1939. With characteristic Harry 
Weston pictorial map.
Estimate $70/90
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[168]    
WIGG, E.S. & Son. PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS OF ADELAIDE South Australia. Octavo folder of blue cloth, gilt, 
with captioned actual mounted photographs on thin board, folding leporello fashion into their cloth case. Adelaide, 
E.S. Wigg & Son, circa 1890. Rare.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

Travel, &c. (lots 169 – 180)

[169]    
AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE. Parliament of Great Britain. AN ACT TO PROHIBIT ALL TRADE 
AND INTERCOURSE with the Colonies of New Hampshire, Massachuset’s Bay, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New-
York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, the Three Lower Counties on Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, and Georgia, during the Continuance of the present Rebellion. Foolscap folio, pp. [ii] title + 215-244, 
modern marbled wrappers with paper label. London, Charles Eyre and William Strahan, 1776. The Act places 
sanctions on trade and commerce with the American colonies. All ships and their cargoes belonging to inhabitants of 
the colonies which are found trading there, or on the way to or from the colonies, will be forfeit to the King. 
Estimate $1500/3000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[170]    
BROWN, William. AMERICA: A FOUR YEARS’ RESIDENCE in the United States and Canada; giving a full and 
fair description of the country, as it really is. Octavo, one inked amendment in text and with occasional pencilled 
marginalia on Yankee villainy, a fine copy in modern crimson crushed morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe/Zaehnsdorf, 
top edge gilt. Leeds, for the Author, 1849. Sabin, 8575.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[171]    
BROWN, William. NEW ZEALAND AND ITS ABORIGINES: being an account of the Aborigines, Trade, and 
Resources of the Colony. Duodecimo, uncut, several leaves foxed, head of spine rubbing, original cloth. London, 
Smith, Elder & Co., 1845. Scarce.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[172]    
BYRD, Richard Evelyn. LITTLE AMERICA: Aerial Exploration in the Antarctic: The Flight to the South Pole.
Large octavo, plates and four maps (two folding), uncut, quarter parchment over papered boards. New York, Putnam,
1930. Author’s Autograph Edition, limited to 1000 numbered copies, signed by author and publisher. Spence 227.
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[173]    
HEALE, Theophilus. NEW ZEALAND and the New Zealand Company, being a consideration of how far their
interests are similar. Octavo, half crushed morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. London, Sherwood, Gilbert and Piper,
1842. + A group of monographs, Parliamentary Papers, and handbooks on New Zealand, many from 1840s.
Estimate $400/800
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[174]    
LIVINGSTONE, David. MISSIONARY TRAVELS AND RESEARCHES IN SOUTH AFRICA; Including a Sketch
of Sixteen Years’ Residence in the Interior of Africa, and a Journey from the Cape of Good Hope to Loanda on the
West Coast; Thence Across the Continent, Down the River Zambesi, to the Eastern Ocean. Octavo, plates, folding
frontispiece and table, the large folding Arrowsmith map in rear endpocket, with leaf 8*, early unrelated inscription,
original embossed cloth, spine gilt, Edmonds and Remnants binder’s ticket on rear pastedown. London, John Murray,
1857. Later issue of the first edition.
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[175]    
MAORI WARS. CAREY, Lieutenant-Colonel Robert. NARRATIVE OF THE LATE WAR IN NEW ZEALAND.
Octavo, tinted lithographic frontispiece, early red morocco-backed green cloth boards, the copy of Archibald
Liversidge with ownership inscription on the title. London, Richard Bentley, 1863. First edition: account of the first
Taranaki war by the commander. Bagnall, 971; Hocken, 222.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[176]    
MAORI WARS. MARTIN, Sir W. REMARKS on “Notes Published for the New Zealand Government”, January
1861, and on Mr Richmond’s Memorandum on the Taranaki Question, December 1860. Octavo, a fine copy in later
half calf and marbled boards. Auckland, The Melanesian Press, 1861. + MARTIN, Sir W. Remarks on Notes
Published for the New Zealand Government. Octavo, a fine copy in later half calf and marbled boards. London, W. H.
Dalton, 1861. + MARTIN, Sir W. THE TARANAKI QUESTION. Octavo, a fine copy in modern half calf and
marbled boards. London, W. H. Dalton, 1861. Second edition.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[177]    
MARITIME.  MISSIONARY SHIPS connected with the London Missionary Society. Octavo, woodcut frontispiece
and illustrations, modern half crushed morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, top edge gilt. London, London Missionary
Society, 1865. + ADVENTURES OF BRITISH SEAMEN in the Southern Ocean. Duodecimo, plates, half calf and
marbled boards, rebacked. Edinburgh, Constable and Co., 1827. + CONSIDERATIONS ON THE DANGER and
Impolicy of laying open Trade with India and China. Octavo, contemporary diced calf, rebacked. London, 1812. +
ROYAL CHARTER of Incorporation … for the India and Australia Mail Steam Packet Company. London, 1847.
Ferguson, 4546.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[178]    
NORTH AMERICA.  EMIGRATION. North America and Australia, Copies or Extracts of the Correspondence.
Foolscap folio, half crushed morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. London, 1 April 1833. Ferguson, 1654. +
EMIGRATION. North America and New South Wales. Return to an Address. Foolscap folio, half crushed morocco
by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. London, 17 March 1843. Ferguson, 3612. + Du PONCEAU, P. and FISHER, J. A
MEMOIR on the History of the Celebrated Treaty made by William Penn with the Indians. Octavo, original printed
wrappers. Philadelphia, M’Carty & Davis, 1836.
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[179]    
ROBERTSON,  William.  AN HISTORICAL DISQUISITION concerning the Knowledge which the Ancients had of
India…  Quarto, with two folding maps, a handsome copy in modern speckled half calf over earlier marbled boards
London, Strahan and Cadell, 1791.  
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[180]    
THOMSON, H.C. CHINA AND THE POWERS, a narrative of the outbreak of 1900. Octavo, plates and maps, a
bright copy in original cloth, gilt. London, Longmans, Green and Co., 1902. + LOCH, H.B. PERSONAL
NARRATIVE of occurrences during Lord Elgin’s Second Embassy to China, 1860. Octavo, illustrated, original cloth,
gilt. London, John Murray, 1870. Second edition. + CAMPBELL’S REPORT on a Journey in Mongolia. Foolscap
folio, with folding map, later card wrappers. London, HMSO, 1904. + GARNETT’S REPORT of a Journey through
the Provinces of Shantung and Kiangsu. Foolscap folio, two maps, later card wrappers. London, HMSO, 1907.
Estimate $200/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



Literature (lots 181 – 198)

[181]    
BRIDGES, Roy. THE HOUSE OF FENDON.  Octavo, original cloth with scarce dustwrapper. London, Hutchinson,
circa 1936. Signed and inscribed by the author.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[182]    
BRUCE, Mary Grant. BILLABONG GOLD.  Octavo, black & white frontispiece and plates, original decorated
cloth in dustwrapper. London, Ward, Lock & Co., 1937. + BRUCE, Mary Grant. BILLABONG’S DAUGHTER.
Octavo, black & white frontispiece and plates, original decorated cloth. London, Ward, Lock & Co., 1924. First
edition. + BRUCE, Mary Grant. SON OF BILLABONG. Octavo, black & white frontispiece and plates, original
decorated cloth in dustwrapper. London, Ward, Lock & Co., 1939. First edition. + Three Billabong titles in
dustwrappers.
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[183]    
EVANS, George Essex, and John Tighe RYAN (editors). THE ANTIPODEAN. An Illustrated Annual. Edited by
George Essex Evans and John Tighe Ryan. With an Introduction by the Countess of Jersey. Octavo, illustrations,
diffuse foxing, morocco (rubbed) elaborately decorated in gilt, edges gilt, marbled endpapers, some manuscript
emendations, George Robertson signed binding. London, Melbourne, &c., George Robertson, 1893. Second edition:
presentation copy inscribed by John Tighe Ryan for the Countess of Jersey.
Estimate $120/240
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[184]    
HAY, William. THE ESCAPE OF THE NOTORIOUS SIR WILLIAM HEANS (And the Mystery of Mr. Daunt). A
Romance of Tasmania. Octavo, original wrappers with pictorial onlay preserved in a custom made bookform box.
London, T. Fisher, 1912. Rare. + HAY, William. CAPTAIN QUADRING. Octavo, original wrappers (lacking
original spine) in uniform bookform box. London, T. Fisher Unwin, 1912. Very scarce Colonial edition.
Estimate $150/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[185]    
HAY, William. STRABANE OF THE MULBERRY HILLS. The Story of a Tasmanian Lake in 1841. Octavo,
original cloth with dustwrapper (some defects). London, George Allen & Unwin, 1929. + Eight other works by Hay
(some duplication) including a copy of The Escape of the Notorious Sir William Heans (1918) in original cloth.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[186]    
HUGHES, Ted. THE IRON MAN. A Story in Five Nights. Octavo, illustrations, small bookseller’s label on front
paste-down, original pictorial boards with chipped dustwrapper (foxing on lower panel). London, Faber and Faber,
1968. First edition. Scarce.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[187]    
JOYCE, James. ULYSSES.  Large octavo, original gilt-decorated green buckram (bit flecked) spine lightly sunned,
top edge gilt, other edges uncut. London, John Lane, The Bodley Head, 1936. First British edition, limited to 900
numbered copies on japon vellum (also 100 copies signed). Slocum & Cahoon, A23.
Estimate $800/1200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[188]    
LARKIN, Philip. AUBADE.  Oblong 12mo, original wrappers in silver-lined envelope of issue. Salem, Oregon,
Charles Seluzicki, 1980. Edition limited to 250 numbered copies, initialled by the author (and printer).
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[189]    
MACKENZIE, Kenneth Seaforth. THE YOUNG DESIRE IT. A Novel. Octavo, original cloth in slightly edge-
worn dustwrapper. London, Jonathan Cape, 1937. First edition: the author’s very scarce first book. Winner of the 
1937 Australian Literature Society Gold Medal.
Estimate $150/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[190]    
LINDSAY, Norman. MIRACLES BY ARRANGEMENT.  Octavo, original dark pink cloth. London, Faber & 
Faber, 1932. First edition: very scarce. + Seven other related Lindsay family works including a signed & inscribed 
copy of Joan Lindsay’s Time Without Clocks (1962) with a loosely inserted autograph letter from Lindsay to book 
collector Nancye Kent Perry.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[191]    
OUTHWAITE, Ida Rentoul. FAIRYLAND.  Folio, tipped-in colour plates and full-page black and white plates, and
other illustrations, original gilt-decorated cloth (bit marked and lightly worn), front joint splitting, top edge gilt.
Melbourne, Ramsay Publishing Pty. Ltd., 1926. Edition limited to 1000 copies: this copy signed and numbered, which
is not normally the case. This was Outhwaite’s second large format de luxe publication, and a fitting pair to Elves and
Fairies. It comprised a large suite of Outhwaite’s beautiful coloured and monochrome plates to illustrate verses and
stories by Annie Rentoul and Ida’s husband, Grenbry Outhwaite.
Estimate $800/1200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[192]    
LUSHINGTON, Roland. CHILD’S PLAY. A Novel. Octavo, publisher’s printed blurb pasted on front free
endpaper, lower and fore-edges uncut, original green cloth (bit used). London, Martin Secker & Warburg, 1937. First
edition (marked ‘Proof’ in pencil).
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[193]    
PATERSON, A.B. THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER.  Octavo, original burgundy red buckram (bit sunned on
spine), top edge gilt, others uncut. Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1896 [but October-November 1895]. First edition.
This is the rare secondary state Australian issue. One of only 500 copies of the first edition intended for the British
market, with  title-page post-dated 1896. Owing to the strong but unanticipated local demand all the British state
copies were sold in Australia in the first weeks of publication in October-November 1895. Wantrup 525b.
Estimate $800/1200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[194]    
PETERSEN, Marie Bjelke. THE CAPTIVE SINGER.  Octavo, plates, small excision on the free front endpaper,
original blue cloth, bit marked and worn, with author’s photograph and inscription. London, Hodder and Stoughton,
[1917]. 
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[195]    
RAMS SKULL PRESS.  AN EPISTLE FROM OBEREA… with decorations by Ray Crooke. Folio, illustrations,
original decorated cloth. Ferntree Gully (Victoria), Rams Skull Press, 1955. Edition limited to 250 copies, signed by
the artist.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[196]    
SARGENT, George Etell. FRANK LAYTON: an Australian Story. Octavo, plates, modern half green morocco by
Sangorski & Sutcliffe, top edge gilt. London, Leisure Hour Office, circa 1866. First edition of this classic gold rush
novel, which first “appeared in the pages of The Leisure Hour shortly after the discovery of gold in Australia, and was
designed by the writer to describe faithfully the ‘lights and shadows’ of emigrant life in that country at the most
eventful period of its history...” (preface by Samuel Mossman). Ferguson, 15452.
Estimate $150/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[197]    
SCIENCE FICTION.  SELECTED SCIENCE-FICTION MAGAZINE. Nos 1, 2, 3 & 5. Four issues, original colour
pictorial wrappers by Australian artist Stanley Pitt. Sydney, Malian Press, circa 1950s. Issue no. 1 includes Philip K.
Dick’s novelette SECOND VARIETY. + Eight monthly issues of the similar format AMERICAN SCIENCE
FICTION MAGAZINE also published by the Malian Press with cover illustrations by Stanley Pitt.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[198]    
WEST, Arthur Graeme. THE DIARY OF A DEAD OFFICER being the posthumous papers of Arthur Graeme 
West, first published by George Allen & Unwin 1919, linocuts, text selection and afterword by John Abell… Oblong 
folio, illustrations, original cloth backed pictorial boards in slipcase, top edge speckled, others uncut. Llandogo, The 
Old Stile Press, 2014. Edition limited to 150 numbered copies (this copy out of series), signed by the artist. 
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

Quantity and Miscellaneous (lots 199 – 203)

[199]    
SHANNON, R. A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING, Distilling, and Rectification, with the genuine process 
of making brandy, rum, and Hollands gin, the London practice of brewing porter, ale, and table beer &c. Thick quarto, 
eight engraved plates (foxed) including one folding, five (of six) folding tables, one with a clean tear, preliminaries 
foxed, early vellum, gilt spine label, later reinforcement of spine with three stitched leather bands, and with the 
addition of brass clasps. London, Robert Scholey, 1805. 
Estimate $300/500
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[200]    
AUSTRALIA.  BALANCE OF COLLECTION. A group of sixteen Parliamentary Papers, newspapers, and 
documents.  Various places and years. Includes, inter alia, A Comparative View of the Present Laws against the Illicit 
Exploration of Wool, quarto, sewn as issued, (London, Stafford and Davenport, 1788), 1833-1834 University prize 
certificates awarded to B.H. Babbage, a copy of the Hobart Town Gazette June 10 1826, and issues of the Spectator 
May 12 1838 and John Bull May 28 1827.
Estimate $150/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[201]    
COLONIAL AUSTRALIA.  A GOOD GROUP OF NINE WORKS by Welles, Gason (paper repairs), Spencer, 
Holmes, Melville, O’Connell (lacking frontispiece), Lloyd (library stamps), a volume of Prevost Histoire des Voyages 
(lacking the Bellin map), and an account of the loss of the Kent East Indiaman.   
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[202]    
MISCELLANEOUS.  BALANCE OF A COLLECTION including seven works published by Brindabella Press. 
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[203]    
ROEBUCK, John Arthur. THE COLONIES OF ENGLAND, a plan for the government of some portion of our 
colonial possessions. Octavo, folding engraved map handcoloured, original cloth, rear joint neatly repaired. London, 
John W. Parker, 1849. + A group of seven works on government and law, including a four volume duodecimo edition 
of Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations in original embossed cloth (chipped, one joint opened), London, Charles Knight, 
1840, with the signature of C.M. Wakefield.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

Art and Art Reference (lots 204 – 212)

[204]    
ART IN AUSTRALIA.   A GROUP OF 19 ISSUES from the Third Series. Nineteen parts, quarto, profusely 
illustrated in colour and black & white, few stamps, original wrappers as issued. Sydney, Art in Australia, 1924 –
1939. The most important of all Australian art journals. + One related volume.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[205]    
CAMPBELL. CRAYFORD, Peter. THE WOODBLOCK PAINTING of Cressida Campbell. Quarto, coloured 
illustrations (some folding plates), original cloth with pictorial dustwrapper. Sydney, Public Pictures, 2009. Second 
edition.
Estimate $600/900
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[206]    
DE MAISTRE. JOHNSON, Heather. ROY DE MAISTRE: The Australian Years 1894 – 1930. Quarto, coloured 
and black & white illustrations, original boards with dustwrapper. Sydney, Craftsman House, 1988. 
Estimate $80/120
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[207]    
McCUBBIN. MACKENZIE, Andrew. FREDERICK McCUBBIN 1855-1917. ‘The Proff’ and his art. Quarto, 
frontispiece, coloured and black & white illustrations, loosely inserted genealogical table, original cloth with 
(sunned) dustwrapper and slipcase. Lilydale, Mannagum Press, 1990. Edition limited to 1000 copies, signed by the 
author.
Estimate $100/150
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[208]    
OLSEN, John. MY COMPLETE GRAPHICS. 1957-1979. Quarto, plates, very good in original cloth with 
dustwrapper. Melbourne, Gryphon Books, 1980. Edition limited to 1000 copies, signed by the artist. + A copy of 
Elizabeth Summons’s Eric Thake Picture Book with dustwrapper.
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[209]    
WALSH, Grahame L. AUSTRALIA’S GREATEST ROCK ART.  Oblong folio, coloured illustrations, original 
cloth, gilt, in dustwrapper. Bathurst, E.J. Brill [and] Robert Brown & Associates, 1988. Extremely scarce: one of the 
most important and comprehensive works on Australian rock art ever published. A leading authority of Aboriginal 
rock art, Grahame Walsh was commissioned by the Commonwealth to produce a book for the Bicentennial that dealt 
comprehensively with all known Aboriginal rock art, giving particular attention to the unique Bradshaw paintings. The 
book was awarded the Thompson Medal by the Royal Geographical Society.
Estimate $400/600
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[210]    
WALSH,  Grahame L.  BRADSHAW ART OF THE KIMBERLEY.   Oblong folio, coloured and black & white 
illustrations, original boards with pictorial onlay.  Toowong, TakarakkaNowan Kas Publications, 2000. 
Estimate $1000/2000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[211]    
WESSELOW. ANGUS, Max. SIMPKINSON DE WESSELOW. Landscape Painter in Van Diemen’s Land and the 
Port Phillip District, 1844-1848. Square quarto, 61 colour plates, illustrations, original cloth with dustwrapper (with 
wrap-around band). Hobart, Blubber Head Press, 1984. Edition limited to 1000 copies, numbered and signed by the 
author. With related loosely inserted catalogue. + A copy of the Minerva Journal of John Washington Price published 
by the Miegunyah Press.
Estimate $150/300
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[212]    
WILLIAMS, Fred. FRED WILLIAMS. MUSIC HALL ETCHINGS 1954-1956. Introduction by Barry 
Humphries. Quarto, illustrations, five plates, original pictorial boards in book form box (bit sunned). Townsville, 
Lyre Bird Press, 1998. Edition limited to 40 numbered copies.
Estimate $1500/3000
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



Fishing (lots 213 – 220)

[213]    
TASMANIA.  TROUT FISHING IN TASMANIA [cover title]. Octavo, illustrations, original wrappers (old tape 
repair on upper wrapper). Hobart, Walter E. Shimmins, Government Printer, [1935]. Ephemeral and very scarce 
Tasmanian Government Tourist Bureau pamphlet.
Estimate $800/1200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[214]    
TROUT FISHING.  MANUSCRIPT TROUT FISHING DIARY, 1953-1976 compiled by Dr. J.M. Scott, Devon. 
Octavo, ink manuscript, circa 70 pages (and one loosely inserted foolscap folio leaf), stock cloth-backed notebook. 
1953-76. A detailed record of fishing in the Arundell Arms Hotel (Lifton) fishing beats &c., the river Tamar 
and its tributaries, and the Exe and Otter rivers. + Copies of the 1956 & 1961 editions of A Brief Description of the 
Arundell Arms Hotel Fishing Beats (with some manuscript notes). + Two copies of the White Hart Hotel 
(Launceston) fishing map, 28 x 21 mm, old folds, some manuscript notes. + Four black & white photographs, circa 
1950s, relating to the Tamar and Creedy rivers.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



[215]    
FLY FISHING  INTERESTING SMALL GROUP of fly-tying ephemera including order forms and receipts from E.
Veniard, Tom C. Saville, Dermot Wilson, and Jacqueline Wakeford for flies and fly-tying materials &c.  Various
places, 1970s. 
Estimate $50/70
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[216]    
TASMANIA.  TASMANIA – THE HAUNT OF THE GIANT TROUT [drop title]. Octavo, illustrations, original
pictorial wrappers (covered in adhesive plastic). Launceston, Examiner Print, circa 1940. Rare: issued by the
Tasmanian Government Tourist Department
Estimate $200/400
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[217]    
TOURISM.  TASMANIA. The Enchanting East Coast. Issued by the Tasmanian Government Tourist Bureau.
Brochure, illustrated in colour and black & white, folding to tall duodecimo dimensions. Hobart, Cox Kay, circa
1920s. Fishing references include Lake Leake, then one of the best rainbow trout fisheries in the world. + A similar
Tasmanian Government tourist brochure, Tasmania’s East Coast (Hobart, Cox Kay, circa 1930s). + Another East
Coast tourist brochure.
Estimate $60/90
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[218]    
TOURISM. NSW. NORTH COAST & NORTHERN TABLELANDS. issued by the New South Wales Government
Tourist Bureau [cover title]. Tall duodecimo, original stab-sewn colour pictorial wrappers. Sydney, Alfred James
Kent, Government Printer, 1931. Ephemeral and very scarce tourist guide, including fishing references, &c.
Estimate $100/200
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[219]    
TOURISM. Victoria. TOURIST’S MAP OF HEALESVILLE, Marysville, and Warburton Districts. Compiled by the
Tourists Resorts Committee. Folding map, 60 x 52 cm, with text on verso, bit used. Melbourne, H.J. Green,
Government Printer, circa 1920s. Includes fishing references. + A folding tourist map of Warburton issued by the
Warburton Progress Association.
Estimate $60/90
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com

[220]    
FISHING.  A GROUP OF EPHEMERAL PUBLICATIONS.    Including Don Gilmour’s Come Fishing With Us
(1975), an early postcard of the Shannon River, and a photographic postcard of the Government Accommodation
House at Miena, as well as other Tasmanian pieces, &c.
Estimate $70/90
Illustrated online www.invaluable.com



Prices Realised. Auction Number 103, 23 March 2022
Australian Dollars, Hammer Prices

1 $1,500
2 $3,000
3 $12,000
4 $1,000
5 $1,000
6 $2,800
7 $260
8 $380
9 $150
10 $150
11 $340
12 $480
13 $130
14 $850
15 $280
16 $420
17 $1,300
18 $1,000
18 $1,000
19 $260
20 $600
21 $650
23 $800
24 $340
25 $150
26 $100
27 $100
28 $380
29 $240
30 $80
31 $80
32 $70
33 $300
34 $90
35 $80
36 $380
37 $170
38 $550
39 $850
40 $1,000
41 $170
42 $220
43 $220
44 $180
45 $120

46 $80
47 $150
48 $100
49 $120
50 $650
51 $1,400
52 $240
53 $340
54 $480
55 $190
56 $70
57 $240
58 $500
59 $550
60 $160
61 $750
62 $80
63 $170
64 $140
65 $190
66 $60
67 $260
68 $1,200
70 $500
71 $150
72 $100
73 $300
74 $800
76 $200
77 $3,800
78 $260
80 $240
81 $5,000
82 $80
83 $130
84 $180
85 $50
88 $80
91 $110
92 $80
93 $120
95 $170
96 $700
97 $110
98 $130

99 $100
100 $200
101 $60
102 $80
104 $1,700
105 $360
106 $60
107 $150
109 $100
110 $110
111 $240
112 $110
113 $170
114 $60
115 $100
116 $460
117 $180
118 $220
119 $320
120 $60
121 $400
122 $160
123 $190
124 $300
125 $110
126 $420
127 $140
128 $200
129 $260
130 $40
132 $170
133 $400
134 $170
135 $140
136 $90
137 $140
138 $130
139 $700
140 $70
141 $110
142 $360
143 $420
144 $400
145 $240
146 $260

147 $600
148 $460
149 $130
150 $260
151 $60
152 $170
153 $240
154 $140
155 $130
156 $170
157 $280
158 $80
159 $80
160 $150
161 $320
162 $500
163 $420
164 $420
165 $220
166 $120
167 $220
168 $160
169 $420



NOTES
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CONDITIONS OF BUSINESS

1. Australian Book Auctions its servants and agents (“the
Auctioneer”) is agent only for the Seller and is not
responsible for any act or omission or default of the Seller or
the Buyer.

2a. The Auctioneer has the right in his absolute discretion to
refuse any person admission to or to eject any person from
the place of auction.

2b. As a service to bidders Australian Book Auctions will, if so
instructed in writing at least 24 hours prior to the sale:
(i)  make bids on behalf of prospective buyers; or,
(ii)  make all reasonable efforts to contact prospective

buyers by telephone so as to enable them to participate
in bidding by telephone on any lot with a lower
estimate of at least $1000;

but in no circumstance will the Auctioneer be responsible to
the Seller or to any prospective buyers for any failure or
neglect to do so.

3a. Every prospective buyer must complete and sign a
registration form and provide all identification that may be
required by the Auctioneer before bidding at any auction.

3b. The highest bidder shall be the Buyer subject to the Seller’s
reserve price if any which is confidential between the Seller
and the Auctioneer. The Auctioneer may, however, refuse to
accept any bid which is not in the best interests of the Seller.
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Auctioneer shall be final.

3d. The Auctioneer has the right in his absolute discretion:
(i)  to refuse any bid;
(ii)  to advance and regulate the bidding as he decides;
(iii)  to refuse any bid that does not exceed the previous bid

by at least ten percent or by such other proportion as
the auctioneer may determine;

(iv)  to divide any lot, combine any two or more lots, or
withdraw any lot from sale;

(v)  bid on behalf of the Seller or of other prospective
buyers without disclosure.

3e. Any bid acknowledged and relied upon by the Auctioneer
may not be withdrawn without the approval of the
auctioneer.

3f. In the event that any lot fails to reach its reserve price and is
bought in on behalf of the Seller, the Auctioneer may in his
absolute discretion refer the bid of the highest bidder to the
Seller. If the Seller accepts such bid then the lot shall be
deemed to have been sold at the auction and the obligations
of Seller and Buyer to the Auctioneer in respect of such lot
are the same as if it had been sold at auction.

3g. Notwithstanding anything else in these Conditions, in the
event that any lot is unsold the Auctioneer has the right to
sell such lot thereafter by private treaty but otherwise
subject to these Conditions and the obligations of Seller and
Buyer to the Auctioneer in respect of such lot are the same
as if it had been sold at auction.

3h. All lots are in all respects at the risk of the Buyer after the
fall of the hammer.

4a. Subject to the Auctioneer’s discretion the fall of the hammer
marks his acceptance of the highest bid and the conclusion
of a Contract for Sale between the Buyer and the Seller. It
shall not be requisite for the Buyer to sign the sale book but
the entry of the Buyer’s name or number and the amount of
his bid in the sale book by the Auctioneer without any

further authority or consent from the Buyer than this
condition shall be final and binding on all parties and such
entry together with these Conditions shall constitute the
whole of the contract. A deposit or the whole of the
Purchase Price may be demanded by the Auctioneer at the
fall of the hammer. The title to a lot shall not pass to the
Buyer until the Purchase Price (plus interest and any other
charges if applicable) has been paid in full.

4b. The Buyer must pay to the Auctioneer in addition to the
hammer price on each lot a buyer’s premium of 22%
(inclusive of GST). The hammer price plus the buyer’s
premium constitute the Purchase Price of a lot. The Buyer
acknowledges that the Auctioneer as agent for the Seller
may also receive a commission from the Seller.

4c. The successful bidder shall be deemed to be the Buyer and
be personally liable unless it has been agreed in writing at
the time of registration and prior to the sale that a bidder is
acting as agent on behalf of a third party and that such third
party is acceptable to the Auctioneer.

4d. It shall be the responsibility of the Buyer to obtain any
permit required under the Protection of Movable Cultural
Heritage Act 1986, the Wildlife Protection (Regulation of
Exports and Imports) Act 1982 and any other legislation, all
as amended, which may restrict or prohibit the export of a
lot outside a state or the Commonwealth of Australia.
Refusal of any permit shall not vitiate the sale and the Buyer
shall be bound to take delivery of the lot without an
allowance or abatement in price.

5a. At the conclusion of the auction the Buyer will immediately
pay to the Auctioneer the whole of the Purchase Price.
Payment of the Purchase Price shall be made in Australian
dollars in cash. Payment by personal cheque or bank cheque
in Australian dollars drawn on an Australian bank may be
accepted at the Auctioneer’s discretion and, unless prior
arrangements have been made, must be cleared before
delivery of purchases. Credit card payments by Mastercard
or Visa, can also be accepted by prior arrangement.
Payments made by credit card are subject to an additional
charge of 1.1% to cover bank fees and charges. The Buyer
will pay interest at a rate of 3% per month on the Purchase
Price in the event of the Purchase Price remaining unpaid
for more than 24 hours after the sale.

5b. Any payments made to the Auctioneer may be applied by
the Auctioneer towards any sums owing from that Buyer to
the Auctioneer on any account whatever without regard to
any direction of the Buyer or his agent, whether express or
implied as to how payment should be applied.

5c. Should one Buyer purchase more than one lot at the same
auction then each contract shall be interdependent with the
others and default under one shall be deemed to be default
under all the others, unless the Auctioneer should elect
otherwise.

5d. All lots purchased must be collected from the place of
auction at the Buyer’s expense not later than noon on the
day following the auction and provided the full Purchase
Price has been paid to the Auctioneer.

5e. If a Buyer has not collected any or all of his purchases by
noon of the day following the auction, the Auctioneer may
place the property in storage at the Buyer’s risk and the
Buyer shall be responsible for all removal, storage and
insurance charges on such property. Packing, handling and
transportation of all purchased lots is entirely at the risk and
expense of the Buyer. In no event will the Auctioneer be
liable for loss of or damage to purchased lots irrespective of
cause, including negligence, notwithstanding that the



property is in the custody and control of the Auctioneer at
the time of the occurrence of such loss or damage.

5f. In the event of a breach by the Buyer of any of the terms of
these Conditions then any deposit or other sums paid to the
Auctioneer shall be forfeited and the Auctioneer in his
absolute discretion, without prejudice to any other rights or
remedies available to him, will be entitled without notice to
the Buyer to dispose of the Buyer’s purchases by public
auction or private treaty and the Buyer shall pay to the
Auctioneer any resulting deficiency in the Purchase Price
(plus interest) and any other costs incurred as a result of the
Buyer’s default, including storage, freight, insurance and
any other charges whatsoever. Any surplus shall be paid to
the Seller.

6a. Any warranties express or implied on the part of the
Auctioneer or Seller, other than those that are expressly
contained in these Conditions, are hereby excluded. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing any representation in
any catalogue, advertisement, condition report, or made
orally or in writing elsewhere as to authorship, origin, date,
age, size, medium, attribution, genuineness, provenance,
condition or estimated selling price is a statement of opinion
only. Prospective buyers must satisfy themselves as to all
matters relating to the condition, description, authenticity
and the nature of any lot by inspection or by obtaining any
independent expert advice reasonable in view of the buyers’
particular expertise and the value of the lot prior to the date
of the auction and the Buyer must take delivery of the lot
with all faults patent or latent (if any). Accordingly, buyers
will be deemed to have knowledge of all matters which they
could reasonably be expected to find out given their
particular expertise and the exercise by them of reasonable
due diligence.

6b. All conditions, notices, descriptions, statements and other
matters concerning a lot are subject to any statement
modifying or affecting that lot made by the Auctioneer from
the rostrum prior to any bid being accepted on that lot.

6c. All lots are sold “as is” and no error or misdescription or
deficiency in quantity shall vitiate the sale and the Buyer
shall be bound to take delivery of the lot without an
allowance or abatement in price.

6d. Many lots are of an age or nature that precludes their being
in perfect condition and reference may be made in some
descriptions to damage, restoration, or defect. Such
information is given for guidance only and the absence of
such reference does not imply that a lot is free from defects
nor does the reference to particular defects imply the
absence of others. Illustrations of any lot are for the
guidance of prospective buyers and are not to be relied upon
to determine either tone or colour of any item or to reveal
imperfections (if any).

6e. Neither the Auctioneer nor the Seller make any
representations or warranties, implied or express, as to
whether any lot is subject to copyrights nor whether the
Buyer acquires any copyrights, including but not limited to
reproduction rights in any lot sold.

6f. The Seller gives to Australian Book Auctions full and
absolute right to photograph and illustrate any lot consigned
for sale and to use such photographs and illustrations at any
time at its absolute discretion whether or not in connection
with the sale. The Buyer and the Seller acknowledges that
the copyright of all photographs taken and illustrations of
any lot by Australian Book Auctions shall be the absolute
property of Australian Book Auctions.

7a. Notwithstanding anything else in these Conditions if within
fourteen days of the sale notice in writing from the Buyer is
given to the Auctioneer that in the Buyer’s opinion the lot is
a forgery that at the time of the sale had a value materially
less than the Purchase Price then the lot may be returned
within a reasonably agreed time to the Auctioneer. Should
the Auctioneer be satisfied that:
(i)  the lot is returned in the same condition as it was at the

date of the sale; and
(ii)  the Buyer establishes that he has not sold or

transferred the lot, and that no rights have been created
in favour of any third party in respect of that lot; and

(iii)  the Buyer establishes that the lot is a forgery, that is to
say an imitation originally conceived and executed as a
whole with a fraudulent intention to deceive as to
authorship, age, origin, period, culture or source and
where the correct description as to such matters is not
fairly reflected by the catalogue description amended
by any statement modifying or affecting that lot made
by the Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to any bid
being accepted on that lot. No lot shall be capable of
being a forgery by reason of any damage, restoration
of any kind (including pen facsimile), defects of
binding, staining, spotting, foxing, oxidisation, toning,
absence of blank leaves or list of plates or list of
subscribers or advertisement leaves or cancel leaves or
errata slips or errata leaves;

then the sale will be rescinded and the amount paid by the
Buyer will be refunded.

7b. The Buyer shall be entitled to claim under this condition
only the Purchase Price, being the hammer price plus the
buyer’s premium, or part thereof actually paid by the Buyer
to the Auctioneer for the lot and shall not include a refund of
any sales tax, storage charge, insurance, interest,
commissions, or any other costs to the Buyer other than the
Purchase Price actually paid and specifically the Buyer shall
have no claims for any direct or consequential loss suffered
or expense incurred by him.

7c. This condition does not apply to any multiple lot, box lot,
shelf lot, any uncatalogued lot, or any lot described in the
catalogue as sold “not subject to return”, or “w.a.f.” (i.e.
with all faults).

7d. The benefit of this condition is a non-assignable exclusive
right in favour of the actual Buyer of the lot at the auction
and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, may
not be assigned to a third party by a Buyer acting as an agent
on behalf of such third party except when in accordance
with clause 4c of these Conditions.

7e. The Buyer shall not be entitled to claim under this condition
if he is in breach of any of the terms of these Conditions.

7f. The terms of this condition shall not operate so as to exclude
such conditions or warranties as are implied by state of
federal law and which cannot legally be excluded or where
such exclusion would render any contract with the Buyer, or
any part of such a contract, void or voidable.

8a. These Conditions of Business shall be governed and
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
Victoria, Australia, and all parties concerned hereby submit
to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of that state.

8b. If any part of these Conditions of Business is found by any
court to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that part may be
discounted and the rest of the conditions shall continue to be
valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.




